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Senate may remove Greek Council seat
BYDANIEL CONNOLLY
News Editor
Kenyon College's
Senate
spent much of Tuesday's meeting
discussing legislation to take away
the vote of the Greek Council representative.
In addition, senators delayed
a-vote on legislation to authorize
the release of the names of students
convicted by the judicial board of

sexual assault. The final decision
is set for the next meeting.
Concerning the Greek Council representative, Senate debated
when 10 formally discuss the topic.
Senate had voted at its previous
meeting this semester to include
the item on its agenda, but some
ar~ed the measure should be delayed further or not considered at
all. The Senate finally decided to
discuss the issue at its December

meeting.
"It's a matter of principle,"
said Alex McKeown, an associate professor of political science
and the Senate's faculty co-chair.
"The Greek Council vote is just
a special-interest
vote," said
McKeown, who drafted the legislation. He pointedoutthatother
students on the Senate are elected
by the student body or by their
class. The Greek Council presl-

denl is elected in a separate process by the organization
of
fraternities
and sororities at
Kenyon.
McKeown; like other memo

bers of'Senate, a relatively powerfu I
body composed of facu Ity , students
and staff; acknowledged thai the

measure was largely symbolic and
unlikely to affect the outcome of
any vote.
Most student representatives

argued that the issue be delayed
until much later, splitting with
most faculty and staff present and
demonstrating the rough lines of
the pro- and anti-fraternity factions in Senate.
"This is so minor. It's not
going to help the people Irepresent, it will divide the campus
and it will waste a lot of our
time," said Jeff Bridges '03, the
see SENATE, page two

Council meetings begin

KENYON'S PAGAN CELEBRATION

Sex assault policy amendment discussed
BY TARYN MYERS
Staff Reporter
"Another thing I wanted to
discuss with you is the addition 10
the policy on sexual misconduct
regarding (he release of names of
convicted offenders."
With this one sentence, Student Council President
Ruth
Crowell brought up a topic of potential controversy at the Student
Council meetingSunday. Crowell
was merely introducing the issue

•
•

for feedback from the Council
members, but what ensued was a
lively discussion of the issue as it
pertains to Kenyon and the rest of
the nation.
The discussion of the policy
centered around the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) and how it relates to
Kenyon. This act, which was
originally instituted in 1974, deals
with the rights of students to privacy in terms of releasing of
see COUNCIL, page three

Kenyon to be evaluated
Amy Gallesc:

Sophomore Cassie Brown performs 3 rune reading for fellow sophomore jacob Howley
during the Vernal Equinox celebration in Gund Commons on Saturday.

Makeshift beds, desks. clutter seven converted double rooms
Staff Reporter
A smaller than expected freshman class led Kenyon College's
Office of Residential Life to convert seven McBride and Mather
residence doubles into triples for
the 2000-01 school year, according 10 Dean of Residential Life
Douglas Zipp. Although later openings have returned two McBride
rooms to their original slate, the
clauslrophobic quarters and portable furniture has sparked a wealth
of response from theclassof2004.

"The reason that rooms were
converted was to make. room for
upperclass students," reported
Zipp. "Typically, we fill half of the
second floor in Mather with firstyears, but since this first-yearclass
was smaller than those of pre" ious
years, wecouldn 't room any on the
second floor."
Therefore, he explains, freshman living arrangements
are
congested, necessitating 'he new
triples. Analysis Of floor plans of
McBride, where six rooms were
converted, and Mather, where one
room was changed, determined

Staff Reporter

2-4 visit, during which the mem-

bers plan to meet with students,
faculty and staff. The visit is
among the final steps in the
reaccredidation process, which has
continued for some lime. This
summer a committee of faculty
and students published the SelfStudy
Report,
containing
observations and recommendations based on research concerning
most aspects of life at Kenyon,
from binge dri nking to faculty salaries to financial aid.
As a result of the visit and
other experiences, NCACS will
create a final evaluation report
see NCACS, page three

Kenyon's administration isencouraging students to meet with
outside evaluators next week to
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the college.
The meeting, which will take
place during common hour Tueswhich abodes would become
day, is among the events planned
triples, Zipp said. The largest
for the visit ofNonh Central Assodoubles' dwellings receiving the
ciation of Colleges and Schools
portable bed, desk and-if space ~ (NCACS) representatives, the orpermilted-closcl.
Nevertheless,
ganization
which
accredits
students living in the new triples
Kenyon.
cite several drawbacks concerning
The meeting was requested
the rooming situation.
by the committee for their October
"We were stacked like sardines," said Kellan Hetrick '04,
IIlI VIlIV,1 \\'I,\IIIIRRII'OIU
whose triple was among those recently eliminated. "All of our stuff
SAT\JRDAY: Partly cloudy. High
TONIGtrr: Clear and cool. Low in
was stacked in piles because we
around 70.
the lower 40s
only had two closets. Our room
SUNDAY: Partly cloudy. High in
FRIDAV: Sunny. High
was too small for a portable closet.
the lower 70s.
around 70.
see TRIPLES, page four

First-years arrive to cramped quarters
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

BYTARYN MYERS
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mary theater for student theater
being the first semester, we're trycession would be necessary between
scheduling process. Kirschner
groups on campus. However, any
ing to give them the autonomy to
herself, Dean of Students Don
said, "as with any new space the
organizations or individuals are
create thai community."
Omahan, Associate Dean of Stubugs will have to be worked out.
This year's
managerial
allowed to reserve the space. KC
Accordirigto Keeley, the verdents Cheryl Steele and the student
We trust that the students in the
changes at the new Hom Gallery
Manager Karen Shanton '02 said
bal agreement entered into by the
managers before deciding on a new
see HORN, page three
have attracted a lot of attention
that it is "first come first serve with
college which allows them this
from student organizations and
the KC." The difference' from the autonomy is "based on the foundadministrators.
In the past, stuHorn Gallery is that Keeley is aling philosophy of the Horn."
dent managers
for campus
lowed to refuse requests for the use
Keeley said, "This is the first
- buildings served as representaof the Horn.
year we're getting so organized
tives for the student body 10
Director of Student Activiand working with the administra, maintenance and administrators
ties Claudine Kirschner felt it tion." She wants the Horn to be an,
and found new ways to improve
was "appropriate for the respon"open environment for the artistic
and promote the use of the space.
sibility of scheduling to be within
and creative expression of stuWith the new Horn Gallery, new
the Horn Gallery organization."
dents." In addition, Keeley said
responsibilities have been added
This stems partially from the fact
thai organizations "can't just use
for its manager.
that the previous Horn Gallery
the Horn, [they] have to come and
Although a number of manbuilding was completely studentbe a part of it."
agers organize events for the
owned and operated before it was
Kirschner said, "it is my unHorn, Jennifer Keeley '02 is the condemned. In addition to asderstanding,
through
primary contact person. Schedsuming. most of the cost of
conversations with the student
uling decisions go through her constructing
the Horn's new
managers, that they want thespace
before being entered into KC home, the College assumed reto be as open as possible, so I trust
Events by Coordinator of Camsponsibilities
regarding
the
that they arc using that as a guidepus Events Scheduling Catherine
upkeep and usage of that space.
line when scheduling events in the'
Levengood. Previously this sys"They [the horn managers],"
Horn Gallery."
tem of scheduling was unique to according to Kirschner, "see the.
With regard to who would use
the KC.
space beyond just as a building;
the space, Keeley said, "A lot of
The KC is utilized as the pri- they see it as a community. This
our decisions are just tal king about
it. It's not going to be cut and dry."
Keeley and the other Hom Gallery
THE VILIAGl- RfCORD
managers are reviewing the Horn's
mission statement and constitution in relation to'the new role the
September 20-26. 2000
Horn plays at Kenyon.
The flam Gallery is faced with
Sept. 20, 10:29 a.m. - Medical
Sept. 22, 10:28 p.m, ;- Underthe difficulty of maintaining their
call regarding an ill student at age possession of alcohol outown sense of community while
Samuel Mather. The student was side Lewis Hall.
remaining open to the needs Of
transported to the Health and
student organizations. If this situCounseling Center.
Sept. 23, 3:46 a.m. - Officers
ation does not work out smoothly,
checked on a reported gas odor
Kirschner suggests that more disThe Horn Gallery has weekly rneedngs every Tuesday at 10: 15 p.m.
Sept. 20, 5:39 p.m. - Medical
at" Mather Residence laundry
call regarding an injured student
room. Agas odor was not found
at the rugby field. The student
but an undetected odor was dewas transported to the Health
tected. Maintenance will be noand Counseling Center .:
tified.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
sophomore class representative.
'It's a matter of principle. The Greek CounSept. 21, 12:50 a.m. - Medical
Sept. 23, 3:07 a.m, - Vandalism
Sara
Bumsted
'01,
senior
call at Caples Residence regardat Acland
Apartments
_
cil vote is just a special-interest vote.'
class representative, said no seing an ill student. The student
adirondack chair destroyed.
niors had urged herto pursue the
-Senate Co-Chair Alex McKeown,
was transported to Knox Comlegislation.
"Do we want this to
munity Hospital by the College
Sept. 23, 6.:00 p.m. - VandalAssociate Professor of Political Science
overshadow everything else we
Township Emergency Squad.
ism at Acland Apartments - obdo this year?" she asked. Anscenities painted on outside
drew
Dinsmore '01 said that
alty the student received. Thecalto release the information,
Sept. 21, 11:57 a.m. - Officer
walls.
fraternities
have
been
making
lege would not publish the name
rather than that the "college
checked Caples Residence after
great strides in improving their
of any other student (such as a must release" such reports.
the report of a suspicious person.
Sept. 24, 12:37 e.m. - Noise
behavior and would interpret the
victim or witness) without his or
He said that in most cases,
The suspicious person was not complaint from village resident.
legislation
aSB "slap in the face."
her written consent.
located.
victims have expressed frustraA group of students in front of
The only student who acOmahan 's legislation is based
tion at Kenyon's inability to
Wiggin Street School were adtively supported the legislation
on
federal
rules released this sumpublish information aboutjheir
Sept. 21, 7:34 p.m. - Fire alarm
vised to move along.
was George Polychronopoulos
mer for the 1998 Buckley
attackers.
activated at Watson Hall by
'02. "Our structure should make
Amendment to the Family Educa'burnt food in the kitchen area.
Bielefeld said that the new
Sept. 24, 8:00 a.m. ~ Vandalsense in its entirety," he said,
tional Rights and Privacy. Act
legislation might lead to the
ism at Olin Library.
bottle
expressing the possibility that
(FERPA).
Sept. 22, 11:45 e.m. - False
perception
that the college
thrown through window
even
the
chess
club
might
want
a
The federal legislation allows
alann at Bushnell Hall - pull stawould decide 10 not disclose
seat on Senate. He questioned
colleges to release the final retion activated. There was no fire Sept. 25, 10: 15 a.m. - False
the results of disciplinary hearwhether his colleagues' support
sults of judicial board hearings
or smoke and the alarm and the alarm at Caples Residence ings. "I would like to see
for pushing the item to the end of
involving non-sexual crimes of
alann was reset.
automatic publication," he arthere was no smoke or fire. The
the agenda was a ploy to impede
violence,
but
there
was
very
little
gued.
alarm was reset and mainteany discussion.
discussion
of
this
at
the
Senate
Senate reached a connance will be notified.
The current Greek Council
meeting. Omahan said he had not
sensus that the legislation
representative,
Bill Bielefeld
yet considered the possibility of
should make clear that releas'01,
was
the
first
to argue that
Anv: RJ ISl\;(, A'IJ SL llS( lUI' [IO'S
writing legislation to cover such
ing the information
was the
discussion ofthe issue should be
cases.
"default position," and Omahan
Advertisers should contact Kate Ostrander for current rates and
pushed back, but stayed quiet
AlysSpensley '01, vicepreslsaid he would work on the lanfurther information at (740) 427-5338 or 5339, or via e-mail at
for most of the debate.
dent for academic affairs, passed
guage for the next meeting.
collegian@kenyon.edu.
All materiajs should be sent to: Advertising
Then senate debated a vote
along student council's concern
. Other issues on the agenda
Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH, 43022.
on Dean of Students Donald
that the victim of a sexual assault
for this year include a discusOmahan's proposal to allow the
might not want even limited in- sion of the hourly wage paid 10
college to release the name of a formation released.
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for
student workers and a general
student convicted in an other$30. Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and
Omahan said it was for such a discussion about alcohol, 10-.
sent to the Business/Advenising Manager.
wise secret campus court, the
case that he phrased the proposal
bacco and illegal drugs at
violation committed and the penas "the college reserves the right"
Kenyon.

BY GIL REYES

Editor-in-Chief

""Mo..,

Senate: 'Slap in the face' say frats

Th;
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Council: decision up to senate
CONTINUED

'In terms of the FERPA policy including
crimes other than sexual assault, I wouldn't
say that's false, but I would say that it is news
to me and [that] it is contradictory to what we
were discussing at the meeting.'
-Senior Class President Aaron Hamilton

FROM PAGE ONE

records related to academic areas.

The document, however, was
amended two years ago to give
schools the option to release information related to campus judicial

board verdicts, including the
names of offenders convicted of

"crimes
of violence"
"nonforcible sex otfense]s]."

'or
Un-

der these terms, Kenyon now plans
to apply their option to release the
names of sexual assault offenders
to the newly revised Sexual Mis-

conduct Policy.

The Colkgian as ie appeared on Sepc. 26, 1985.

5 Years Ago, September 28, 1995, Spokespeople for two of
Kenyon's homosexual interest groups, Allied Sexual Orientations
(ALSO) and the Queer Student Union (QSU) commented that recent vandalism to Safe Zone signs were indications of consistent
homophobia on campus. The Safe Zone signs, distributed through
the two organizations as well as the Crozier Center for Women,
were intended to assure homosexual and bisexual students, tacuny
and staff that Kenyon was a safe environment following the homophobic harassment of several students earlier in the semester.
10 Years Ago, September 27,1990, A $7500 grant from the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) was turned down by the
Kenyon Review after the NEA placed an obscenity clause in grant
agreements which violated the journal's literary purpose. "There is
no way you can publish serious literature and not deal with sexuality and religion," staled Kenyon Review Associate Editor David H.
Lynn, recognizing the implausibility
of submitting Kenyon
College's most reputable literary journal to the NE/.l's exhaustive
obscenity clause. Both Lynn and Editor-in-Chief Marilyn Hacker
agreed that The Kenyon Review would refuse the government's financial award, even though Kenyon College would not increase
subsudies to compensate for the publication's loss of government
funds.

20 Years Ago, October 2, 1980, Kenyon College Republicans,
under the guidance of Professor Reed Browning, began to organize
support for Ronald Reagan on campus. According to acting coordinator Dudley Irvin, the Kenyon group hoped to locate strong
Republicans on campus to build a "solid group of core members
who would be willing to take on real responsibilities forthe progress
of the campaign." This effort was part of "Commitment 'SO," a
nation-wide program to generate a new and positive image for the
Republican party.
25 Yean Ago, September 18, 1975. Kenyon students were hospitalized for extreme nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, probably as a
result of food poisoning. according to VICe President Jobn McKean.
The Ohio Department of Health and a Knox County Heahh Officer
came to Kenyon to collect infonnation, food samples and specimens from the 19 sick students. The questionable food was removed
from circulation by SAGA, Kenyon's food service.

The proposed amendment
"was the one thingthat wasn't finished last year on the policy," said
Vice President for Academic Affairs A1ys Spensley, "because there
was a nation-wide vote in Congress
this summer that says that only for
sexual assault- not for sexual herassment, not for other things you have the option to release the
names."
As Senior Class President
Aaron Hamilton, who was very
involved in the creation of the
policy last year, stated during the
meeting, his understanding of the
Act is that, "What the main FERPA
document says is thal you have the
option of releasing names (or
sexual assault, period ... FERPA is
protecting your privacy unless you
are the sexual assaulter."
However, the FERPAamendment, which took effect two years
ago, clearly states that the policy
on the release of the names of of-

what we were discussing at the
meeting."
All confusion pertaining to
the nature of the FERPA policy
were havingwas related10sexual aside, a valid concern was raised
by Vice President for Student life
assault as defined in Kenyon's
policy-where
it is defined as an George Polychronopoulos during
the discussion at the Council
'act of violence'-and
this would
meeting, who said, "There are
pertain only 10 Kenyon's policy."
certain violations of privacy of
Crowell's response was simithe victim at a small school like
lar, as she said, "I don't know what
Kenyon.
If there is a violent
Kenyon's policy is on violent acts.
sexual
offense,
it's not like everyWhat we are talking about now is
one
on
campus
doesn't know
only sexual assault."
.
about
it
...
When
you
disclose the
When informed of !he true
offender,
you
are
essentially
disnature of the FERPA document,
closing
the
victim
as
well."
Hamilton replied, "I have not
This concern, which was
read through the FERPA policy.
shared
by many members of the
I guess that would surprise me
Council,
was voiced by Spensley
initially.
I don't know about
and
Polychronopoulos
at the Senwhat is included or excluded by
ate
meeting
Tuesday.
As
a result,
FERPA's broad statement, but I
according
to
Spcnsley,
"The
word. know that it does include the ising
is
being
redone
to
allow
the
sue of sexual assault, and thai is
victim
10
decide
whether
or
not
the
the focus of the issue now [ut
name
of
the
offender
should
be
Kenyon)
... In terms of the
released." The document is being
FERPA policy including crimes
other than sexual assault,
I revised by Crowell, and Dean of
wouldn't say that's false, bul I Students Donald Omahan, and it
would say that it is news to me is expected to be ready for a vote
and [that] it is contradictory to by next week's Senate meeting.
fenders is not at all limited 10those
convicted ofsexual assault .. When
informed of this fact, Spensley
stated, "The discussion which we

NCACS: student meeting Tuesday
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
and reaccredit the college, unless
something unexpected occurs.
However, the college can be expected
to
take
the
recommendations and observetions of the NCACS seriously
''This is [the students'] opportunity to provide feedback and
comments about their experiences
at Kenyon," said Kristen Whittier,

executive assistant to the President
and Provost.
Both Whittier
and Alys
Spensley '01 suggest that students
with a particular problem they wish
to discuss should firs! read the relevant section of the "Self-Study
Report,"availableoncoutSCl'cscrve
at Olin library.
Spensley says that there will
be other opportunities to converse

with the members of the committee. For example,
NCACS
members are expected to question students on Middle Path and
to attend classes . However, says
Spensley, "[The meeting] is the
one time when the committee
will give its undivided attention
only to the students-there
will
be no one else allowed in the
room."

Horn: manager's control increases
CONTINUED FROM PAGE TWO
Hom are able to come up with the
.best way to do that."
To student organizations who
want to use the space, Keeley said,
"Come to the meeting. tell us what
you want to do and we'Jl talk about
it," Currently the space is used on
weekly basis by the Kenyon Oristian Fellowship and for events
sponsored by HiJlel, REEL and the
Hip Hop Society. "We don't want
it to be used like the KC." said
Keeley.

According to Shanton, the
KC is used by Amnesty International and Activists United for
weekly meetings and for events
sponsored by Late Nile Programming and theater groups such as
Stage Femmes and GREAT. This
year the KC is also being used as
a lounge space tbat is, according
to Sbanton, "only open when
eventsaren 't scheduled in there."
"It is limited as a theater
space," Shanton said, "Any lime
you have a cast of more ttian

Check out our' updated website at
www2.kenyon.edu/orgs/collegian
•

three' or four people, they just
don't fit on the stage. And that,
in turn, limits the seating space."
Space and scheduling issues
for student theater groups have
been a heated topic of debate in
recent years. Co-president of Stage
Femmes Danni Hurley '02 said.
"for the theater groups wbo do use
this space, and for the students
who do independent theater in the
space, I feel that we have completely lost the tenuous hold that
we had on the KC to begin with."
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Tuesday's presidential debate could decide race
BYJEFFREED
Political Reporter
This week's polls show Al
Gore- and George W. Bush
locked in a statistical dead heat.
The latter candidate has ex perienced a significant surge in a
short period of time. Two weeks
ago it appeared that his campaign was floundering, but he
has since regained momentum.
It now looks like our next executive will betheperson who comes
across most favorably in the
presidential debates, which commence Ihis Tuesday,
Much ado has been made
over these debates and both candidates are aware of their
importance. This was evident in
the debate over the debates, held
a few weeks ago, in which the
candidates fought to determine
appropriate moderators, venues
and times. Mr. Bush favored one
debate on Larry King Live, one
on Meet the Press and one arranged by the non-partisan
independent Presidential Debate
Commission.
He eventually
sell led for the standard three one-

.

and-a-ha!f.hourdebales,sponsored
by the Presidential Debate Commission, which Me. Gore favored.
If either Mr. Bush or Mr. Gore
commits a major blunder during
one of the debates, they will be all
hut finished. Poor performances in
widely viewed debates have historically spelled defeat for candidates
in close elections. In 1976, President Gerald Ford had a slight lead
in the polls and agreed to debate
Jimmy Carter. He stumbled when
asked a question by Max Frankel
of the New York Times. Mr.
Frankel, an expert on Eastern Europe, asked a specific question
about Soviet domination of "rugoslavia, Romania and Poland. Rather
than address the issue, President
Ford denied that such domination
existed. Mr. Frankel pressed on,
backing President Ford into an uncomfortable position. More- than
anything else, President Ford's poor
performance in that debate crushed
his re-election hopes.
It is unlikely either candidate
in this year's election will face such
tough questioning. The Presidential
Debate Commission has agreed to
let Jim Lehrer,
anchor
of

If either Bush or Gore commits a major blunder during one of the debates, they will be all
.
but finished.
"New hour, .. moderate all three debates. Mr. Lehrer is very experienced in this role. He moderated
'one of the 1988 presidential debates and all three of the 1992
presidential debates. He has a
reputation for asking open-ended,
fair and straightforward questions.
If a candidate is not fully addressing a question, he may press on,
but.he will not do so with tenacity.
He is unlikely to ask questions
anywhere near as pointed as the
one Mr. Frankel asked President
Ford.
Mr. Lehrer will bring sobriety
and substance to the debates. This
is important, because it might mark
the first time that many voters will
see the candidates speak seriously
about the issues. Mr. Bush and Mr.
Gore have been visible on popular
television shows over the past few
weeks, but they have been answering questions about their favorite
breakfast cereals, rather than about

the details of their policy proposals. Tuesday they will have the
chance, for the first time since the
conventions, to tell a large audience why their respective policies
are better for.America.
The closeness of the race
should impact their debating strategles. Neither candidate is far
enough behind to need to assume
an attack dog role. Both should
treat their opponent respectfully,
trying to exhibit as much dignity
as possible. In previous debates,
Mr. Gore has pressed opponents to
explain policy details. Expect him
to push Mr. Bush in this respect. If
he does so unfairly, or criticizes
Mr. Bush without warrant, Mr.
Bush will call him on it. The winner of the debates will be the one
who is able to smoothly, convincingly and calmly expound his own
views, without exhibiting incivility toward their opponent.
In prior election years, the

first presidential debate has been
the most widely viewed. If that
holds true this year, Tuesday's
debate will be crucial for both

candidates. Mr. Gore has ex.
pressed eagerness about tussling
verbally with Mr. Bush, since he
was seventeen points behind in
the polls. Many expect Gore to
perform well in the debates, crediting him with strong speaking
ability. One such supporter is
Massachusells
Senator John
Kerry, who foresees a "second
Boston Massacre." Yet before
overestimating Gore's talent as
a debator, it is useful to keep in
mind that he did not convincingly trounce Dan Quayle in the
1992 vice-presidential
debate.
And although his opponent,
George W. Bush, is not known
for his speaking Skills, Bush did
well enough in the Republican
Primary Debates to survive the
combined Gary Bauer, Alan
Keyes, Steve Forbes and John
McCain onslaught. The winner
of the 2000 presidential debates
is now uncertain, but it is likely
that whoever emerges victorious will be our next president.

Triples: 'making the best out of the situation'
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
We only had two ethernet jacks,
so not everybody could be online
at the same time. Our room could
have been a comfortable single.
If we had to stay in the triple all
year, I would have gone crazy."
"Shocked is the best word I
could use to describe [the first
impression 0 f the McBride tri pie],"
added Tiffany Graham '04, a resident of the other eliminated triple.
"It felt like a prison setting. We
had a portable closet, portable
desk, portable b~d and portable.
dresser. "
Graham says that she was not
informed of her makeshift Jiving
'conditions before arriving on campus. "They said it was going 10 be a
triple," said Graham of her limited
foreknowledge of the situation. She
was given the dimcnsionsof a regular triple, althoughupon her perusal
of the room, she immediately realized that the room did not meet the
given measurements.
Not only was herroomsmaller
than other triples in the McBride
dormitory, but the cost of it remained
the same. Graham was charged the
standard fee for her abbreviated
triple.
"1 don't think that students
really know that [the rooms] aren't
as big as they should be," com-

mented McBride head RA Julie
Basta '01, "No one has really had
• a problem." Basta said that she has
received no complaints from the
residents of the newly formed
double-triple rooms. "I have talked
to three of the new triples in the
building and none of them have
really had a problem with it."
Chris Lentz '04, living in the
Mather triple, is content with his
surroundings. "I don't really mind
it," said Lentz, "We don't really
have a lot of room, so we could
never have a lot of people in our
room. But all J ever wanted was a
desk and place to sleep, anyway. It
was just lucky that [the roommates') schedules 'Ire different, so
we're rarely all in the room at the
same time."
While Graham and Hetrick's
rooms are again doubles, they recount the difficulty of the reversion
process and question the role of
Residential Life in such transformation. "We had to figure [the
process of moving to a different
room] out by ourselves," says
Hetrick, "We went to [Residential
Life] three times, and he gave us
three options: send one of our
people to a double with one person, move one person into a double
to form a new triple or find someone to willing to live in a triple and

'Shocked is the best word I could use to describe [the first impression of the McBride
triple]. It felt like a prison setting. We had a
portable closet, portable desk, portable bed
and portable dresser.'
-Tiffany Graham '04

switch. We ended up moving ourselves."
In addition, a vax computer lab
and weight room in McBride were
converted into new triples to accommodatetheincomingfreshmanclass.
According to Basta, these rooms do

not have smaller dimensions than a
standard triple.
While Zipp concedes the difficultiesofthesmall triples, he reports
no plans to reform the room assignmem system. "In the future," he says,
"I hope the numbers in each class

even out. This year, the class size for
the freshman class was smaller than
those of the previous three years."
Said Zipp, "They're not ideal
living conditions. I have to givea lot
of credit to the students for making
the best outofthe situation we have."

This triple-double in McBride contains three beds, three desks, two dressers and

two

closers.
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Take a drive
DfJl.<re TEAM

Higley Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
• DRAMA: DESPFRA1EAFFEcrrON
Hill Theater, 8 p.m.

EXHIBITS / F fSTlV AL5 / EVENTS

111-,-------,-----,'--------'---------.
ONGOING

SWANlAKE BALl£T

BalletMet Columbus, Ohio Theater, Sept. 28 • OCt. 1
TIckets from BalletMet box office

• FnM: PoimwrOFTERES.<

OHIO

Higley Auditorium, 10 p.rn.

riday

Hill Theater, 8 p.m.
• FnM: THEFu:mANDmEFURY
Higley Auditorium, 8 p.m.
• 0>FmHOUSF.: SI'ONSORED BY G=!ER
Croner Cemer for Women, 9 - 1 p.m.

FRIDAY

HOCKEY: CoWMBUS BLUE JACKETS

SATURDAY

CosHOCTON

vs.FWRIDA PANIHEllS, CINaNNAn GAJIDFNS, CINaNNAn

• DRAMA: 1JEsT>tiJIA7E AFFEcrrON
Hill Theater; 8 p.rn.
• FnM: THE!JuENAV"'" Socu: QuB
Higley Auditorium, 8 p.m.
• 0>FmHOUSF.: SI'ONSOREDBY ADFlANfE
KC 1Op.m.

FLYINGTIGERS. Rascal's Pub, 501 N. Park Street, Columbus

THE-jAo<,The Blarney Stone, 1172 Hill Rd, Pickerington
TERRY DAVIDSON & rue GEARS, Break-a-way Lounge, 5757
Sinclair Rd. Columbus
4 Sronss, Fa" Billiards, 2992 Hayden Run Plaza, Columbus
THE REGANOMICS, Ludlow's Bar, 485 Front St, Columbus
1lACltSl1lEET,
Meny Melody'. 5031 Chatterton Rd, Columbus
BWE Corers, Polly'. 3882 Sullivan Ave, Columbus

• DRAMA: SID'Z4

RAY FUlllR. & 1HE BLUES gooaas, Short North Tavern,

Hill Theater; 8 p.m.

•

Wednesday.

RFADING: DAVID FomR WAlWl'
Higley Auditorium, 7:30 p.rn.
• 01'I'N Mic NIGHT
Horn Gallcty, 10:15 p.m.
• FnM: THEP1wtroM TOllBOOl1I
Higley Auditorium, 10:15 p.rn.

674 N. High St, Columbus
FENSTEIt,Tommy Keegans AUq Bar, 456 Front St, Columbus
IN1'F.JtNAnoNALHusnERS, Brian Born's, 647 N. High Sr, Columbus
Scorr DuRESS, Brian Born's Pub House, 240 N. Liberty St, Powell
ill FAIl.,Byrne's Pub, 3rd and Northwest, Columbus
MIRANDA SouND & TEMPlTON, High FIVe, 1227 N. HiWt Sr:, Columbus
OLD PIKE& WONDF.JlDRUG, Ludlow's Bar, 485 Front Sr, Columbus

"THE U'-'SONS 01' iIlElNDFORlHEUNfiEDSool'S"
Senator George Mitdu:Il, Rosse Hill, 7:30 p.m

1KnJRF;

_n

PARISH HOUSE
H"""",,,,"

LUNCHEON

FAIR

THE LIVE WIRE

Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.

Tuesday

CoUNTY

Demolition derby, open truck and tractor pull, tough
truck. COntest, harness racing, 707 Kenilworth Ave.
Coshocton

• OJN<mr: 000JANW1ND QutNTEf

Sunday

RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL

16th century English musicians, Scottish Dancers,
comedians, jugglers. live entertainment. arts and crafts.
Renaissance Park, Harveysburg

• DRAMA: SID'Z4

amrday

4TH

OUNDOH10

Take a walk down the path
•

5

l

OCTOBER

AT!(ENYON
hursday

TIlE KENYON CouEGIAI<

THE REEL
WORLD
.
openmg tomorrow

• BEST IN SHOW A comedy about the visciow comperetion

CAFE

MENU

every FridIry TRisIng.fiuub fur cIuui!y.
A nice dwrg< from ARAJ

AURAL

Menu for Friday
Georgian Cheese Bread
Tomato Soup
Green Salad
Annenian Orange Cake
Cafe Chocolat
$5.00, n:30 a.m. to "30 p.m., zor W. Brooklyn

between rival dog owners and

their showdown at a dog show. Rated PG~13.
• THE BIlDKEN Hu.Jrrs CLuB (Andrew Keegan, Dean Cain) A drama covering a summer
spent by six 20-s0meth.ing gay friends in Hollywood. Rated R.
• REMEMBER TIlE TITANS (Dcm.d. Wuhington) A movie based on the true story of the
clcsegregarion of two high schools in Alexandria, VA and the football coach who led
the team in triumph. Rated PG.

F I)(ATlON

in record stores now
98 DEGRESS, Jln,tillJjon
T ARSHA VEGA, Diamonds and M01lStm

HooVERPHONlc, TiN Mognificmt 1"1=
MEAT Pursrs, Goldm Lia
ORIGINAL SoUNDTIlACK, lJIlmboozkd

AM.<, In &turn
BLACK EYED PEAS, Bridging th. Gap
ANDY SUMMERS. P.ggy', Blw Skylight
CAl, ~
.
ORIGINAL SouNImlACK,
Nun. &tty
ORIGINAL SoUN11lACX, Soul Food: Tbe sma
THE AuMAN BR<miER.S llANo, PaWn Of th.lJ=on
STING, Btrmd N.., Dtty Tour: Ii",ftom th. UnivmaiAmphith<ot<r
SHOLA

DlREcr COMMENTS & SUGGES110NS TO SARAPEcORAK

AT PECORAKS@KENYON.EDU
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Some student
organizations ignored,
some indulged
College arbitrarily assigns
legitimacy to groups' needs

GORE OOES ON Mrv
Phil Hands

Burning magazines not solution
BY SAMANTHA SIMPSON
$taffColumnist

From the hard wood floors 10 the picture 'windows, the Horn
Gallery is truly a space to be reckoned with. The KC, on the other hand,
is a tiny, poorly lit room with a platform and a penchant for housing the
Red Door's old furniture.
Both the Student Activities Center and the Hom members view
the Hom as more of a community than a space-and as such, the Horn
is granted autonomy in event scheduling. The school has decided that
the building does not need to be available under the same guidlines as
other spaces that belong to the college. In order to find rehearsal and
performance space student theater organizations are subjected to the
schedules of everything from dance and drama department shows to

If you have a Kenyon College
email account, then you probably
did not miss the intriguing dialogue
between those who supported the
Crozier-sponsored Love YourBody
Day and those who did nolo One
female student was enraged at the
assumption that the women of
Kenyon needed to bum fashion
magazines in order to love and acphone-a-thens.
cept their bodies. Another female
student countered with the reminder
Student theater groups have been asking for an adequate theater
that women should support each
space of their own for years. One with a larger stage, a backstage area,
other in order to avoid low selfcostume and s.etstorage space, a seating capacity above 50 people and
esteem. Being the fence sitter that I
proper lighting instruments. Compared to what is needed, the KC is as
am, I saw value in both of their
much a space for theater as a bench on middle path.
arguments.
While the school has, from time to time, acknowledged the
It is true that burning fashion"
requests of the student theater groups such as GREAT, Beyond
magazines trivializes the cause for
Therapy, 1033, Fools on the Hill, The Company, Kenyon Musical
raising the self-esteem of women
Theater, Stage Femmes and GLB Theater, so far no plans have been
who fail to meet the beauty stanmade to rectify the situation.
dards of the day. Watching a
When the student-funded Horn Gallery was condemned two years
celebrity's face melt in tile flames
ago, Kenyon made plans and paid forthe new structure that now stands
on the hill below Peirce. Although the new Gallery may grow into an . may be.satisfying for a moment, but
the media monster has many other
organization that will greatly influence multiple sections of Kenyon
ways
to make women feel bad for
society, the fact remains that the building was intended for a small
their
flab
(or lack thereof).
artisitic community. While Horn members were selected to benefit
Furthermore,
the so-called
from this new space, eight theater organzations were repeatedly
ignored.
"beautiful" women who makea living by wearing clothes that would fit
Kenyon has made it quite clear that they are willing to put their
slx-yeer-olds
are not responsible for
money and trustIn student organizations-just
not student theater
the
way
that
oursociety
views them.
organizations. Until thecollege informs the students where the distincSometimes,
it
is
hard
to
separate the
tion lies or how these decisions are made, the theater groups are at the
standard
of
beauty
from
the people
mercy of an administration that doesn't seem to care.
who meet the standard of beauty.
Though burning old copies of CosRr \( 111:\(, [III Cot r r c.r.i-;
mopolitan and Glamour is a
Office: Chase Tower allJJe lop of Peirce Hall's main slairway
symbolic gesture, it is still more
Mailing address: The ~nyon QlUegian, Studem ActiviliesCelller, Gambier, OH 43022
constructive to examine the origins
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
of today's impossible beauty stanE-mail address: rotiegian@kenyon.edu
dards. Why is it so great to be thin?
WWW address: http://Www.kenyon.ed~/orgS/oollegian
Phone numbers: (740) 427-5338, 5339
(Or why is it that women have to
The opinion page is a splICe ror members of the community to discuss issues relevant
lake up.so little space to be beauti10the campus and the world al large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only"
ful?) From whence comes the
10lhe writer. Cotumns and letters 10the ecnors do nOIrenecllhe opinionsof lhe Kenyon
obsession with breasts? Why is it
Collegian staff. All members or lhe oommunily are welcome to express opinions
lhrough a letter 10 fbe editors, The Kenyon Collegian reserves lhe nghllo edit all letters
that fashion magazines showcase
submilled for length and clarity. The Collegian cannol accept anonymous or
more skin than fashion?
pseudonymous lellers. [.enen musl be signed by individuals, not organizaliOllll, and
1 do not doubt that the organizmust be 200 wOfdsor less. Letters must also be received no laler lhan the Tuesday prior
ers of the Love Your Body Day
10 pubtiClllion. The Kenyon Collegian prinlS as many lellers as possible eadl week
SIIbject to space. inlerest and approprialeness. Members or lhe editorial 00mI reserve
events examined all of those questhe right to reject any SIIbmission. The views expressed in the paperdo 1"Ill1
ntee!lSllrily
tions and others. However, the
reOCCl the views or Kenyon College.
analysis of how society constructs

beauty standards can get lost in the
flames along with the images of
ultra-thin models. Burning those
magazines won't necessarily cure
the problem of poor body image,
and I don't see why women can't
do the world two favors by expressing their displeasure 10 the
editors of those magazines and
recycling those back issues.
In Love Your Body Day's defense, I will say that the event
involved more than the incineration of magazines. The women
(and men) of this campus have
been encouraged to donate the
clothes that no longer fit them.
Who can miss tbosecolorful boxes
in the dining halls? The clothing
drive reminds women (and men,
too) that Ihey should nol change
themselves to fit their clothes.
Further, giving is a gesture that
generates the warm fuzzies-that
feeling that we have done a little
something to benefit society.
And it would not be .sobad if
women could come together for a
cause, Too often women succumb

L!- 1 n RS

10 1111 EDII

to the divisive cattiness that suspends the efforts to make a change.
We may not all agree on how to
change the ways that women view
themselves, but we shouldn't attack
each other. It is true that not all
Kenyon women feel the effects of
low self-esteem, but there are still a
few women who fall through the
cracks and need a hrtlesupport. The
women of Crozier may not have all
the answers, but they do recognize
the issues that concern women.
love Your Body Day may not
have been an overwhelming success, but the women of Crozier had
good intentions. Symbolic demonstrations do not have the same
meaning that they may have had a
few decades ago, and the rained-out
bonfire is proof of that. More than
anything, I wish that the arguments
for and against Love Your Body
Day had been presented within the
wallsoftheCrozierbuilding.
There
are lots of women on this campus,
and all of them have unique voices
for which Crozier needs to set up
more effective programming,

OJ{

Seniors deserve parking
Oh
to
be
a senior:
debacherous ragers with the faculty over boxed wine, 100%
senior, and of course, luxurious
housing. And yet, what could be
considered the most prized of
these priv ileges is non-existent-c.
senior parking.
A classmate of mine, tired
from a weekend odyssey to the
south, returned to campus last
Monday morning at 2 a.m. only
to find Ihe massive south lot overloaded with underclassmen
vehicles. Many of them were
even SUVs. Instead of having to
haul her belongings up just one
gnarly hill to her room in Old
Kenyon, she wa.s forced to hike
nearly 3/4 ofa mile 10 her dorm

from a. remote lot. Though latenight muggings
are rare in
Gambier, what if some Psi U
pledges had mistaken her for a
Wooster
lacrosse
player?
Trouble, I suspect.
Why don't we sacrifice a
coveted night of cocktails with
the faculty.and promote a senior
parking privilege?
While the
College should not build more
lots, they can improve the situation by forcing underclassmen
to walk that extra mile. Perhaps
this would even encourage freshman to leave that Explorer at
home, where its defective tires
can't hann anyone.

-Laue JOlt '01
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Vote for Nader is vote for democracy, not Gore
The citizens of the United
States are overwhelmingly
dissatisfied with the government
they have helped to elect. Poll
after poll shows that Americans
have little faith in governmental
integrity and in their own ability
10effect change. The 2000 presidential election, marked by a
determined and genuinely progressive third party, candidate,
would seem to be an ideal opportunity 10 overturn the status quo.
This opportunity
is seriously
threatened by the rhetoric of the

Gore compromise.
The Liberals for Gore movement presents the' opinion that
since Ralph Nader has only been
polling in the single digits,

Greens and other disaffected
voters would do well to rally
together-not
in favor of Gore,
but rather against Bush. They
offer as argument Gore's supposed progressivism compared
to Bush, and claim that Nader's
candidacy will only act as a
spoiler without leaving any real
mark on tbe face of American
politics.
However,
Gore is much
more conservative
than they
would like to admit. Though he
supports Roe v. Wade, he has
voted against federal funding for
abortion. This effectively denies
poor women, those most likely
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of crude oil, and a full eight years
to be in need. of the legislation,
'It is clear that fans of Nader have no friend in
without any increased fuel effiof their right to choose. The
ciencystandards. This isa worse
Clinton/Gore
administration
Gore. Still, the Liberals for Gore claim nearly
record than that of the Reagan/
pushed the Defense of Marriage
anyone would be preferable to Bush, and that
BushSr. administration. FurtherAct and the "Don't ask, don't
more, Gore has a significant
tell" policy; both undermine recthose on the left have a duty to make sure that
conflict of interest: if he cares
ognition of the humanity of gay
Bush stays out of power, even if it means
about the environment, does it
and lesbian people in the eyesjof
not make sense that he should
U.S. law. As far as capital punvoting against our most cherished beliefs,'
dispose of his family stock in the
ishment goes, he is as pro-death
Occidental Petroleum Corporawith this argument is that the
votes, and these are determined
as Bush, and in fact lobbied enpoint of voting is not to predict
by the state's majority voters. If
tion?
thusiastically for the 1994 crime
the winner, the point is to make
the majority votes for Gore, the
Tim Hermach, one of the orbill. This bill made it possible
our voices heard and our preferstate's entire electoral vote is for
ganizers of Environmentalists
for 60 new crimes to be punishences known. A vote for Nader
Gore, and the other votes are
able by death, including a number . Against Gore, says "Vice Presiis not a vote for Bush: a vote for
used for the statistical analysis
dent Gore has a long record of
which do not involve murder.
Nader
is
a
message
that
the
curbut
not to determine the presimaking campaign
promises
Gore has always placed
rent
status
quo
and
those
who
dent.
A vote in Texas for Ralph
about protecting nature, and then
much emphasis on his environNader
does not take anything
hold
it
are
unacceptable
to
the
breaking his promise every time
mental record, but it is here that
person
of
conscience
in
America
away
from
Gore. What it does do
one of his political supporters
there is most dissonance between
his words and deeds. Gore was a wants to do something that would
today. It is a declaration of peris to bring more people to the
damage, degrade or destroy a sonal integrity, a statement that
supporter of the 1995 "salvage
polls-liberals
who are so disilfares,". river or stream, even a says "my vote cannot be bought
rider" which gave rise to unpreclusioned that they would not vote
National Park."
edented logging sales under the
at all if the choice were limited
by mere popularity or the sup11 is clear, then, that fans of port of big business, but must be 10 the two candidates acceptable
guise of clearing away diseased
Nader have no friend in Gore.
wood, free from the safety nets
earned through a clear ideologito the corporate powers.
Still,
the
Liberals
for
Gore
claim,
cal
and
moral
platform."
What it does do is pave the
of public scrutiny and judicial
Furthermore,
a
vote
for
way
for the future in the form of
review. As Vice President, he nearly anyone would be preferfederal
matching funds. What it
able to Bush, and those on the
was a supporter of NAFTA and
Nader is not a mere spoiler, an
does
do
is
shout clearly tbe voter's
the General Agreement on Trade
undermining of the choice beleft have a duty to make sure that
tween Democrat and Republican.
desire for real choice, real change,
and Tariffs (GAIT),
both of Bush stays out of power, even if
A president is not made by countreal candidates. A vote for Nader
it means voting against our most
which allow major corporations
is not a vote for Bush: it is a vote
cherished beliefs. "Don't vote
to override national environmening every vote, he is made by the
tal laws, The eight years of the for Nader," they say. "He can't , electoral college: each state has for the democratic process.
win." What they are forgetting
Clinton/Gore
administration
a certain number of electoral
-Jody Clements
have seen increasing subsidies
to producers of fossil and nuclear
fuels, a sharp rise in the import

All candidates deserve to debate
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Iam writing to alert Kenyon
of the current corrupt status of
the nationally televised Presidential debates (Oct. 3-17). The
debates include AI Gore and
George W. Bush and prevent serious third-party candidates such
as Ralph Nader and Pat Buchanan
from taking part. The criteria
used to exclude these candidates
from the debates is unjust and
should be changed.
Last January, the Commission on Presidential
Debates
decided that in order fora candi-

date to participate in the debates,
a look at the amount of support
he/she must have 15 percent of
which candidates must have in orthe vote in five national polls.
der to receive federal matching
This number is unreasonably
campaign funds for the next elechigh and was imposed to exclude
tion: at least five percent of the
serious third-party contenders.
vote. Clearly, five percent seems a
In addition, this number has no reasonable amount of support for
precedent and no relevance to a candidate to have national relthe Presidential election whatsoevance and is a fair criteria.
ever.
Alternatively, if over 50 perFirst, a look at history: in 1992, cent of Americans (when asked
Ross Perot was allowed into the
directly in a national poll) say YES
debates while polling at around
to including third-party candidates,
five to six percent. Thus, a precetheir voices should be heard. As of
dent exists in this situation. Second, .26 September, www.vote.com
shows that 71 percent of those
polled feel that Nader and
Buchanan should be included in
the debates. This second criteria
has also been met.
Yet even beyond the absurdity
of the 15 percent barrier lies the
Commission on Presidential Deously, and that is why her party
bates. The CPD--the organization
was shut down, not because she
that imposes the standard of IS perwas female.
cent-is inherently unfit to have
If "part of rugby is drinking
such power. The CPO is a private,
socially," then perhaps Women's
bi-partisan,corporate-sponsoreden'~ugby
should learn college
tity. The Commission was created
policy on underage drinking and
by the Democratic and Republican
registered parties before they
parties in 1987 to oversee the dedecide to throw an event. It may
bates, and its sponsors include
save Women's Rugby some em- AT&T.
US Airways.
Sun
barrassmenl in the future.
MicrosystemsandAnheuscr·8wdl,
But just because somecne's
Past sponsors have also included the
embarrassed doesn't give them
Sara Lee Corporation, Sprint, and
the righl to accuse Security of
Philip Monis. Iask you, is this desexual discrimination.
I work
mocracy? Or is the CPO acting as a
with these officers every week,
filter to strain out different, "undeand such a charge is ludicrous
sirable" idcasand viewpoints? Make
and unfair.
your voice heard!
-Erika PI.ak '01
-M_ .........
'03

Security targets drinkers
based on age, not gender
I have worked with Safety
and Security for two years as a
member of student euxltiary and
have been attending parties for
three-plus years as a member of
the Kenyon Community. I bave
never found security officers to
target non-fraternity, non-male
parties over any others. Ever.
Ms. Twerdahl should realize that if she signs the party
form, then she is responsible for
ensuring that no one is drinking
underage at her party. Checking
IDs and marking hands is Dot a
get-out-of-jail
free card, but
rather an acknowledgmeot of responsibility. Ms. Twerdahl did
nollake Ihis responsibililY seri-
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BY GRAEME BOYD AND
HEATHER GRIGSBY
Colkgian Sraff
Kenyon College receives the
great honor Tuesday of being host
to Former
Senator
George
Mitchell as he presents a lecture
entitled The Lessons of Ireland
for the U.S. at 7:30 p.m. in Rosse
Hall.
Mitchell has an illustrious

career in the United Stales political'
field,
but it is his
experiences

of the Northern Ire-

land peace negotiations from
which

he draws the background

for his lecture.
Mitchell's most recently published work, Making Peace
(1999), recounts his personal experiences in Northern Ireland
during the complicated
and
lengthy process of peace between

Wi"" &rvices

Mitchell prize winning negotiator.
the British government and Northern Irish political parties. This
peace process extends back to
the 1980s when both British and

Irish governments decided they
had to work together if th~ hostilities of the past were to be
reduced and a move toward peace
initiated.
Mitchell's other books include
Men of Zeal, discussing the IranContra investigation,
World on
Fire, addressing the dangers of the
greenhouse effect and Not For
America Alone: The Triumph of
Democracy
and rhe Fall of
Communisim.
"Patience, fairness, a belief
in parliamentary procedure and
a sure sense of when to grasp a
politician's
lapel all brought
Mitchell to praise as the essential figure in achieving
the
accord," said Warren Hoge in
The New York Times Book Review of Mitchell's work. "With
Making Peace he has written an
account of his participation that

Snowden continues commitment to cultural education
BY HEATHER GRIGSBY
Features Editor
Named for a famous family
of Knox county African-American
musicians,
Snowden
Multicultural
Center aims to
provide a comfortable environment for education and study
through cultural programs such
as Dessert
and Discussion,
Global Cafe and Off Campus
Studies presentations.
"Our goal is to aid in
premotion of all cultural activities," said student manager Joel
Diaz '03
One of the projects of this
year's planning board is to provide more cultural films to the
'student body.
Snowden is achieving this
objective through the introduction
of
thematic
movie
showings each month in conjunction
with Gay History
_ Month, Black History Month.
and Women's History Month.
The first film showing is scheduled for Tuesday and will be
the first in a series for the
month.
Snowden's
calender
for
the coming month includes a
number of other events, which
have become. staples in their
program. The Global Cafe for
the month will focus on foods
from the region of Oceania. The
dinner will take place on October 15 at6 p.m. and cost $5 per
student.
Global cafe attempts to familiarize students with another
culture by examples of foods native to a particular region. This
event began during the center's
first year on campus in the fall of
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characteristically focuses lesson
him than on the process he put in
motion, "
Mitchell's lecture will not only
offer an inside look at the daily
events of these peace negotiations,
but ...also will relate these occurrences to concerns within the
United States and discuss what they
can teach about Americans about
these issues.
"Having him speak will bring
a more global perspective to what
in America and at Kenyon tends to
be an insular view," said Molly
Boyce 'Ol.
Mitchell served in Northern
Ireland as the Chairman of Peace
Negotiations.
His leadership
helped bring about the cessation
of hostilities, a process which had
endured decades of conflict.
The governments of Ireland,
the United Kingdom and the
Northern Irish political parties
all agreed to the terms of the
comrnluee's accord, and in 1998
the people of Northern and Southern Ireland voted overwhelmingly
to endorse the act.
He also acted as Chairman

of the International Commission
on Disarmament in Northern Ireland. Mitchell's success in these
roles led him to being awarded
the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest civilian award
that can be bestowed by the United
States government, the Philadej,
phia Liberty Medal, The Truman
Institute Peare Prize, the German
Peace Prize and the United Nations Peace Prize.
Mitchell was appointed to
Senate in 1980 to 'take over the
position of Edmund Muskie who
became
secretary
of state.
Mitchell won his first full term
in 1982.
He went on to spend 14 years
as a Senator, a career which included him being named "most
respected
member"
for six
straight years, and retiring from
his post as Senate Majority
Leader in 1995.
His work in the Senate involved the re-authorization of the
Clean Air Bill, the passage of the
nation's first childcare bill and
the implementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

~~~~~

MOMENTS

•
What was your favorite 'all-stu' of
September?

•
''The Darwin Awards."
-c-Jess Robinson '01
Chrissie Cowan

Students discuss something inrersring at the first Dessert and Discussion
of the year at Snowden Murlticultural Center.
1992. The program has become a four rooms for reservation there
monthly program under the charge
is also a kitchen, and electronic
of Susanna Ok '03.
equipment available.
In the past the profits from
One
development
in
this event went back into the
progress is the expansion of the
Snowden fund. However, at the center's book and video library
suggestions of Ok, profits are no';" which contains educational and
being donated directly to charity
entertainment materials. The purthrough the organization Freedom
chase of a number of cultural
From Hunger.
films and books of Kenyon
Dessert and Discussion prospeakers and authors are some
grams also facilitate
cultural
goals of this expansion.
discussion through the medium of
Despite the number of Iacilifood. Incorporating a variety of ties available and their free access
desserts, this event serves as a fo- to students the center, "doesn't get
rum for debate of topics from
used §S much as we'd like it to,"
immigration to environmentalism
said Diez.
which relate 10 Kenyon and AmeriPerhaps this is due to the
can culture.
center's location far north. It
The next Dessert and Discuscould also relate to the view that
sion, co-sponsored by ALSO in if one does not fall within certain
conjunction
with Gay History
criteria, then the center is not the
Month, will address heterosexism
forum for their activities.
and will be held October 17 at 8
The center was conceived in
p.m.
1990·91 by the MuUcultural AfAlong with these core profairs Advisory Council as a forum
grams,
Snowden
provides
a for cultural education
to innumber of resources for the daily
crease
understanding
and
use of students. Aside from the respect for all people.

"I like the jokeall-stus. 1like jokes,
period."
-Rory MlkbeU '01

"The blank ones."

-Nell AsbmoD '04

"My favorite was the ODethat said,
'I like cheese' because cheese is
pretty good!"

-

-Julie Orr '04
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Post-presentation thoughts with scientist E.O. Wilson
BY AIMEE ROWE
SuffWriter
Kenyon is fortunate in that
we have the ability to bring to OUf

campus some of the mosuboughrful and influential leaders of our

lime.
While they always have
something interesting to speak
about in regards to their field, it
seems that these people, whose
lives must have lenl them an
array of unique experiences,
have something else to offer the
campus.
As college students emerging from the protective cocoon
of youth, we may have some-

thing

to gain

from

their

well-testedoutlookson the world
in areas other than their exper-

tise.
It is with this philosophy in
mind thai I sal down with E.O.
Wilson after his lecture Thursday night in order to try and
glean as much sagely insight as
possible from one of the world's
foremost thinkers an_dwriters in
the field of biology.
We began by talking about
ischildhood. [asked howhefelt
bout his parent's divorce.
"I had four parents to watch
vet me," he said. "I rather liked
hat... Ilived with the aftermath of
hedivorce, though, there wasn't a

'We are in a very prosperous society, things
are working well for Americans.!t should
bother them that in order for the rest of the
world to live like Americans, we'd require
four more planet earths.'
-E.O. Wilson
lot of stability."
Hedid not mind beingan only
child. "There are ways of getting
surrogates," he said. "I always acquired a close buddy-hung
out
together and ranaround, went fishing or kicked over garbage cans if
Ilived in the city."
It was through these youthful
adventures that Wilson developed
his love of insects particularly ants.
I asked how he felt about killing
the pesky ones that sneak into the
kitchen.
"What you want to use is the
poison bait. And Icertainly don't
feel any compunction whatsoever
to exterminate an ant colony. It's
just that I haven't got around to
doing it in my house and I get
constant complaints from my wife
-' You're supposed to be the world
authority on ants, why can't you
get rid of one colony?'"
Did he have any outside interests, besides Chasing ants?
"I enjoy good music, but I pay
lillie attention to the extent of col-

leering," he said. "I like soft rock,
moetown, I'm just not with it beyond the '90s. The visual arts, I'm
very thin on. But Idon't feel badly
about that because Ispend so much
of my time on the whole subject of
biodiversity. I work seven days a
week. It wasn't true when I was
younger, but now I feel I have a
limited number of years, and I'm
consumed with awareness, pertlcularly of the environmental crisis. I
don't think I can name a single
modem rock star, but Ican tell you
the history and present status of the
Owlet Night jar on the island of
New Caledonia."
Wilson is one of the originators of sociobiology, an idea that
could imply that many of our
uniquely human traits are in our
genes, not God-given. I asked how
he felt about the divine.
"I'm not an atheist, because
I do not know for certain. I'm not
an agnostic, which says Ihat it is
unknowable, because it may tum
out to be knowable. Itend to say

ociology faculty panel de~
ates Race in New Millenium
BY ALEX SIMPSON
Staff"Writer
Today's common hour panel

iscussion on "Re-examining Race
n the New Millennium,"

moder-

ted by Associate Professor of
ciology and Legal Studies Ric
heffield, examined the role of
ciology in past and present and
ffered a peak into the future of
he field.
With Sheffield

moderat-

ng, Sociology

department
embers Visting
Assistant
rofesscr Jan Thomas, Asslsant Professor Marla Kohlman,
remlce Hall Distinguished
cholar and Professor
John
tacionts, National
Endowe nt for the Humanities
islinguished Teaching
Pro-

fessor George McCarthy and
Professor Howard Sacks started
off the discussion by each presentlng their individual views
on the function of sociology
and how it will fare in the future. From- there the panel
discussion opened into an open
forum, with students posingquestions and the professors then
debating Ihe answers.
Topics of discussion
included aspects of black-white
race-relations
in America, the
ethnic cleansi ng that has occurred
for centuries
throughout
the
world and the role of minority
students in "majority" environ-

mente.
The role of sociology asa field
is to look at topics such as these
and try 10 explain why tbey hap-

Want a cookie?

0

Write for Features.
We'll buy you one.
Ontact grigsbyh

pen. According
to Sheffield,
"Many-people view sociology as
an important instrument for social
change. "This is the first year sociology
as a department
is
functioning independent of anthropology.
The panel was also another
way to introduce sociology to students who may have limited
knowledge of the field. Although
panel discussions have been a norm
on campus in the past, this was the
first to be centered on the sociology department.
Sheffield also suggested thar
if successful
the discussions
could turn into a series, focusing
on other important areas such as
sex and gender and poverty.
Many oflhe sociology leachers
al
Kenyon
involved
themselves in this field from an
early age. Sacks and Sheffield
both participated in the civil righl
and anliwar movements While
they were in college in the late

1960's.
Sociology,
according
to
Sacks, "Offered me a unique perspective lhat enabled me 10 more
fully undersland
tbe pressing
social issues of Ihe day."

Thomas originally worked in
women's heallh centers in large
cities, before obtaining her PhD in
sociology and eventually moving
on to Kenyon.

I'm a provisional deist. That is,
I'm willing to consider that there is
a higher intelligence, as yet undefined, that started it all with the big
bang and gave the bows of the universe, but I've lost faith in anything
like a personal God. I really do
believe, and Imay be wrong, that
we're on our own, and we've got to
make the best of it."
Wilson feels that human experiences that are not quantitative
and cannot be reproduced, like prophetic dreams, and will one day be
explained biologically.
We went on to discuss the reason why humans should care for
the environment.
"The concern with the situation of life on earth, and to actually
take that stewardship role, is a mark
of high civilization," he said.
"Even if you are a very religious person, you will find it as a
religious mandate. Some of the
strongest
conservation
movements recently have come from
religious
groups, mainly the
evangelical church. If you insist
on that attitude (of being selfcentered), you're being extremely
short sided. We need the rest of
life, as much as they need our
stewardship."
"There are spiritual reasons as
well. Icall them spiritual, though
I'm not religious--how
we innately feel about the rest of life,

what I call biophilia. We haven't
galien words to describe it yet,
that's the problem. We don't really understand it ... it is something
that you could call legitimately
spiritual, that which is deep within
us, which unites us, gives us moral
bearings and gives us deep emotional pleasure for things that are
not just in our minds, but join us to
the rest of the world."
Why, then, do people have a
tendency to be apathetic about the
decline of biodiversity?
"It's so easy to get wrapped
up in the intense activitiesof ordinary day to day 'existence, and to
be short sighted, to be concerned
with oneself," said Wilson.
"Also, we are in a very prosperous
society,
things
are
working well for Americans. It
should bother them that in order
for the rest of the world to live
like Americans, we'd require
four more planet Earths. There
is still the myth that is readily
accepted that we earned it ...
They don't know enough about
what's happening in the environment. As Aldo Leopold said
'Ecologists live in a world of
wounds, meaning that if you are
interested in the natural environment, half of what you see is
being destroyed. Ilive in a world
of wounds, but Idon't say it in
self-pity, Isee it as a challenge."

Homecoming Weekend has alums and students took place in
and always will be a weekend of this party ritual. Brave (and infootball. A combination as sure as ebriated) Betasshook their booties
grilled cheese and tomato soup in on the beer counter.
the dining ball, Homecoming also
For the 21 year olds, the beer
means the first Beta party of the proved to be watery and reminisyear. The Betas have the right idea: cent of urine, but hey-it's free.
if they win their Homecoming foot- Although the kegs were kicked
ball game, beer and scantily-clad early, most of the crowd seemed
women are a perfect way to eel- oblivious as they stayed on to enebrate.Andiftheylose,thisoption
joy the music. Overall, the party
serves just as well asa consolation
wasasuccess, although overrated.
prize.
The party was reminiscent of a hot
Asexpected, tbe party proved newelub in town: the wait to get in
to be not short on watery beer and and the hype exceed thenumberof
enthusiastic fans. And this was people and events inside.
before you even got let into the
The considerately sent email
pany.As partygoers approached by Adam Exline '01 reminding·
the Beta Temple-imposing
ar- invitees to bring their invito and
cbitectural structure tbat it i....... I.D. also appeared to alert the en.
mass of people swarmed the yeU· tire campus to tbe only fraIcrnity
iDg brothers on tbe stairs. "Get off partytbewbole weekend. Whether

the stairs .. appeared to be the mati"ll c:aU of oigbt, os puty-goers
pushed closer't the dtant.

this is c:oiDcidence or not.ia left to
tile communily 10 decide.

Ooelastc:oaunenl: amidsttbc

0Dc0 losIde, tile te>oamina CoIllroVelsy sunoumli.g tile pasaod
oftile oulcrT_le
sible padcr bias of 5ecurity ODd
evepGllllCdloadcgloe.lnitsplace,
Safety, Ihc IlcIa party was visited
Ihcre Wele sweaty men aDd good by Security guards merely a few
music provided by DJ William times.Fortheonlybigsocialcvent
Dych '03. AI ODe anonymous
00 campus Ibat night. and cerpartygoer conuocoted, '"I'bo 110- lainlytlleoncalteucledbytllemOOl

_hem

tasbadlallygoodmusic.ltwaso't
allbooty<ap."SclcctionaiDcIudcd
_I
SacIIIon
aod Ghoatfoce

numberof __

lbi&_

poody upon tile cvrreol _
tlooa _
Security aod Solely.
KlIIa, aodaoog '"'1__
be- A1tbougb tile party -""
lobe
iDg -.
The VIlla1 may of outof_ ........... ~k
grindiDg, drunk.. swaYi"ll aod not,abvtdnwn.
jpVpiDgpcrvadcd tile dalll:ctloor.
Work Ilard, party Ilard, Sec
Young and old, mcv and _.
you __
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Author Wallace tells stories of Hideous-Men

Acclaimed fiction writer's work allows readers to "re-hear background noises by which we live"
BY JESSIE KATZ
SraffWriter

The Kenyoncommunitywill
have the honor of hearing critically acclaimed fiction writer
David Foster Wallace read from
'tl. work in progress Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. in Higley Auditorium.
The reading is free and open to
the public.
Author of such works as the

short story collection Girl with
Curious Hair and the 1,079 page
novel Infinite Jest, Wallace has
cultivated a large following of
readers who find great insight in
his varied tales of human frailty
and moral failing. Said Kenyon
Luce Professor of An and Pclitics Lewis Hyde, "Many creepy
people show up in Wallace's fiction, enough so that I myself often
find the work unsettling, unnerving."
A welt-published yet relatively young author, Wallace
knows what Flannery O'Connor
taught us long ago about the uses
of "the grotesque." If the reader
can recognize agrotesque human

IfYm Go
l

What: David Foster
Wallace Fiction
Reading
When: Wednesday,
7:30 p.m.
Whete: Higley

Auditorium
being, that is a sign that we have a
concept of what an ideal human
being is. The person who cannot
see the grotesque is the one who is
really lost.
It is this perception of humanity that Wallace, now in his mid
thirties, has used to grip so many
readers. His latest work, Briel interviews
with Hideous
Men,
chronicles the imagined interviews
of men who are asked to relate
aspects of their relationships with
women. Although there is 1\ sup~
posed interviewer in the stories,
the actual question is not seen.
Wallace uses the common denote-

A & E BRIHS

Review's newest edition presented in

Peirce Reading room tonight
The Kenyon Review student associates, along with several professors, will read from the new summer/ fall issue tonight at 7:30
p.m. The reading will take place in Peirce Lounge and will last a
lillie more than an hour. Poet Robert Bly, who will be coming to
speak at the College on November 1, is featured in this edition of
the Review. His poem is entitled "The Wagon and the Cliff."
Student associate Jenny Mcdevitt will be one of the readers
tonight. She Wi_IIbe reading a selection entitled Prodigal, by Jeffery
Skinner.
"This edition of the Review stands as a compliment to previous
issues in that it is filled with many strong pieces of literature," said
McDeviu.

Crozier continues last year's tradition
of monthly coffeehouses Friday night
The Crozier Center for Women will hold a coffeehouse Friday
from 9 Pou- to 1 a.m. It will feature poetry, fiction readings, and
musical acts ranging from guitar to piano 10 tin whistle.
"Crozier coffeehouses are designed to open up the house to the
community," said junior Shayla Myers, the Crozier manager. "We
are continuing the tradition we started last year by having monthly
coffeehouses."
If the moving readings and sweet melodies aren't enough of an
attraction, the coffeehouse will also provide free baked goods, hoi
cocoa and, of course, coffee.

Adelante Coffeehouse features free
talent and Spanish food Saturday
The Adelante coffee house will take place Saturday in the KC
from 10 p.m. to 2a.m. Admission is free and so is the food, which will
be cooked by members of Adelante. There.will be many traditional
Hispanic dishes served finger-food style including empanadillas
(tortillas with meat filling) and pastelon (lasagna prepared with
cooked bananas).
"We are making everything at the-coffee house free in order to
publicize our na~e more and lei the campus know that are an active
organization," said Adelante member Isabel Irizarry.
Adelante is Kenyon's latina Awareness group and the coffee
house is one of a series of events this September, which is National
Latino Heritage Month.

tion "Q"as the only suggestion of
a question and the reader is left 10
surmise what was asked by interpreting the response.
Ultimately, what Wallace
seems to be after in Brteftmerviews is an understanding of both
love's opportunities and its repercussions. The stories can at
times be difficult to take, such as

BRiEf

•

INTERVIEWS

WITH
HIDEOUS
Mt"

"Brief Interview #20" in which a
man describes how a night intended for a casual affai r becomes
one woman's confessional about
being brutally raped. The man
becomes so shaken at this that the
story ends with him verbally abusing the questioner.
counesy of Amazon.com
In "The Depressed Person," . The cover of Wallace's latest book
a woman laments over her inabilreaders so intrigued by Wallace's
ity to genuinely
share her
tales. "The unsettling portion of
depression and can only recount
circumstances and historical facts Wallace's work indicates to me,
finally, that he is writer of conrelated to her illness. Yet another
example is -Porousness of Cer- science," said Hyde. "He can
produce such an artful range of
tain Borders
(VI),"
which
recounts how a soon-to-be di- voices because he knows very
vorced couple flips a coin for well where he stands."
Included in Brief Interviews
custody of their son.
.
are
stories
of a more light -hearted
However, it is this kind of
nature, such as "Brief Interview
truthful representation that keeps

#14" in whicha man describes how,
at the height of physical intimacy,
he always shouts, "Victory for the
Forces of Democratic Freedom!"
"Octet" and "Datum Centuria"
mock academic styles bf writing
and use footnote for emphasis. The
former deconstructs the art of writing a story and the latter discusses
the concept of dating, written from
the year 2026.
Since his first novel, The
Broom of the System, was published in 1986, Wallace has written
steadily and received both national
and international awards for his
work. He received the Lannan
Award for fiction, a MacArthur
Fellowship, the O. Henry Award
and the Paris Review Prize for humar.
Wednesday's audience should
prepare to hear the thoughts of a
man who is not fearful of addressing humanity'S
more painful
aspects. As Hyde said, "[Wallace]
catches our American speech and
reports it back to us cranked up a
notch so that we re-hear-familiar
but strange--the background noise
by which we live."

First Carnegie, now Rosse
Dorian Wind Quarter takes stage Saturday at 8 p.m,
BY SCOTI JqHNSON
Staff Writer
The Dorian Wind Quintet will
perform a concert in Rosse Hall
Saturday at 8 p.m. The concert is
sponsored by the Department of
Music and is part of the Gund
Concert Series. The performance
is free and open to the public,'
The performance will include
a mixture of pieces from both classical and modern composers. The
program includes "La Cheminee
du Roi Rene" by Darius Milhaud;
"Concerto in G Minor" for flute,
oboe and bassoon by Antonio
Vivaldi; "Fugue in Perpetual
Motion" by Billy Childs; "Duo
for Flute and Oboe, Op. 13" by
Alberto Ginastera and "Quintet
No.2 in E flat Major, Op. 88, No.
2" by Antonin Reiche.
Since its first concert at the
Tanglewood Music Festival in
1961, the quintet has continued to
cement its reputation as one of
America's most exceptional, ensembles.
The Quintet
has
performed in forty-nine stales,
toured Europe eighteen times and
amazed audiences in the Middle
East, Asia, Africa and India. In
1981 Dorian became the first
wind quintet
to perform
at
Carnegie Hall. The quintet is
currently the Ensemble-ln-Reaidence for HunterCollegein
New
York and the Round Top Festival-Institute in Texas. George
Perle's
Quintet
IV, which
Dorian commissioned,' won the
1986 Pulitzer Prize.
Flutist Marianne Gedigan is
the quintet's newest member. She

is the principal flutist with Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra.
She also performs with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra.
Gedigan teaches at the Boston
Conservatory of Music and B0ston University'sSchoolofMusic.
GeraldReuter started playing the oboe at the J uilliard School
auheageofmne. Heattendedthe
Royal College of Music and has
toured the United States and Europe with the Orpheus Ensemble.
He is currently a member of the
New York Philomusica.
OarinetistJerry Kirkbrideattended the UniversityofSouthem
California. He was principal clarinet with the Metropolitan Opera
National Touring Company.
Since 1987, Kirkbride has been
teaching at the University of Arizona.
Jane Taylor on bassoon is
one of the founding members of
the Dorian Wind Quintet. She
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from
Queens College and has played
with such groups as New York
Philharmonic, New York City
Ballet and AmericanOpera. Taylor is a member of the faculties at
MannescollegeofMusic,
BrookIyn College and Montclair State
College.
Nancy Billman, hom, received her Bachelor'sdegree from
the University of Wisconsin. She
went on to get her Masters in
Music at The Juilliard School.
She freelances in New York City
where she plays with groups such
as the New York City Opera and
the New York Chamber Ensemble.

II I'm Go
What: Dorian Wind
Quintet
When: Saturday,

Sp.rn.
Where: Rosse Hall
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BYJEN JUDSON

Staff Writer
Erin Dowdy stars in her senior
thesis production of Bruce Oraham'sDesperateAffection tonight
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Hill
Theater. Dowdy plays the role of
Maddie, a commercial actress, and
junior Serge Burbank takes on the
role of her boyfriend Richard in a
unique drama of unexpected twists
and turns.
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What: Desperate

Affection
When:Thursday &
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Hill Theater

,.

Conflict
arises
when
Maddie discovers that Richard is
employed as a hit man. Richard
is then forced to choose between
Maddie and his professional life.
Throughout the play both char-

actcrs continue to discover secrets about the other's past and
present life.
Senior Katie Anderson, the
director, revealed that "although
this play is a drama there are all
sorts of comedic points ... There
are many twists and turns to keep
the audience guessing."
Dowdy discovered her thesis
project while online at a website
called Dramatists Play Service. "I
looked for good female roles and
a small cast," Dowdy explained.
"Desperate Affection has a wonderful female character and there
are only two people in it."
"What really sold me was the
unique story line," she continued.
"Whathappens iii the play is so unexpected. {The play] is very multi-

BY GORDON UMBARGER

Staff Writer
This weekend offers Kenyon
the opportunity to see senior Devonde Mayo asshe has never been
seen before.Ag. Gurney'sSy/vio,
the senior thesis of de Mayo, will
Opentomorrow and continue Sunday at the HiJI Theater.
Syl~ia features the changing
relationship between a middleaged man and his wife when a
newly adopted dog becomes an
integralpart of their lives. The title
roleis, in fact, a dog, which posed
a particular challenge for de Mayo.
"The most challenging tbing
for me was finding a balance betweenthe woman in Sylvia and the
og in Sylvia," said de Mayo, "beuse it's a complex character and
llhoughl gelling into it would be
lot simpler than it was. But it
urned out to be reilly challengng."
Sophomore Jason Rabin, who
lays the middle-aged man also
scribed the demands of his role
challenging.
"One of the hardest things was
tying to reconcile the humor with
he seriousness of the play," said
abin. "It's such a funny premise,
ut you can't approach illike lbat
rom an actor's slandpoinl. The
- re I read it and thought about
y character, die more I sympa.
hized witb him and felt the gray_
tYof his situation ... aDd yet it's

"[Because} so much is revealed
and so much takes place in such
a short amount of time, [the play]
proved to be a challenge to direct," Anderson confessed. "EvHolly Harris
erything must contribute to the At least he brought Rowel'S:Serge Burbank '02 plays a hit man alongside Erin Dowdy'Ot in her senior thesis.
excitement.
When you think
Richard's moral character. Basibossy thing," explained Anderson.
would be great as Richard. He is
something's
going to happen,
cally, you achieve things by acci"I am not a director shouting out a wonderful performer."
something else happens instead."
dent and that is how Richard was the way Iwant things. Developing
The closeness ofthe cast built
The many facets of the plot developed."
the play has a been a,collaborative
during rehearsals contributed to
make for very complex characFor Dowdy, becoming her
decision making process. It's bet- the chemistry on stage. It even
ters, creating an exciting chalcharacter meant many thorough
ter to gel everyone's input, and with contributed to realistic stage comlenge for the actors.
readings of the script. "Professor
Erin and Serge-I get endlessly good
bat, which Anderson said was "a
"Richard has a unique value
Marley helped me go through the
input. Silting down and having disfun challenge" to direct.
system," said Burbank of his char- script; that has been a huge help for cussions about the way we all want
With some intense physical
acter. "I had to find a way to get me, n she said. "It takes a lot of pathings has been very helpful in fights and eye widening surprises,
inlo that mind set. It is difficult to perwork and examining to undermany ways."
Dowdy's senior thesis makes for
honestly believe that something is stand a character as complex as
Overall, the cast gOI along
an unpredictable and exciting exokay when in real life it is not. Maddie."
very well with.each other. "I chose
perience. If that is not reason
Yet, by doing things over and over
Numerous discussions
beSerge to play Richard because I enough to see it, Dowdy also
and with the advice of Erin and tween the cast and the director
was very impressed with his talwarns ominously that "things
Katie, I have been able to over- "helped to clarify the co.plexity of ent," said Dowdy. '" saw him in Six
come out of pockets ... "
come that obstacle of dealing with the characters as well. "It's '!-ot a Degrees of Separation. Iknew he
Tickets for the show are $1.

II Y(ll

Co

What: Sylvia

When:Friday &
Sunday, 8 p.m.
Where: Hill Thearer
such a funny play all the way
through."
The complexity found in the
play has been a large factor in ptepelling the creative process of
bringing the production to life.
"I think il·s amazing bow the
play itself really cbaracterizes the
experience you have wilh it in the
process,"
said senior Jenny
Lawton,lhe show's director. "It's
a funny show and people are d0ing sometimes absurd things, so
it ellCOUr8gCdus to be absurd with
each other. I think that in order to
do lhe show well, we bad to play;
there's playing in the shew, too."
The cast is quick 10point out,
however, that Ihe process has not
been all about absurdity.
"It got to a point when we
knew had to get serious," said
sophomore Alexis Mallen, who
plays the wife.
.
"Spontaneity is the greatest
strength Ihal any actor and cfirec..
tor could have," said Lawton.
'The ability 10 cbange and the
williDgn ... to cfiscuver tbiap on
thelpOl is~
wbic:II is...

reasoa I think Devoo is • very

good match for this play because
she's willing to take those risks and
she's comfortable taking them on
the fly."
Along with the challenges and
hard work, the process has also
brought the cast and crew a great
degree of fulfillment.
..It has been ... one of those
experiences that you hope to have
more of because the first one was
so wonderful. It has been a blast

beiog a part of what Iknow will be
a great production," said first-year
cast member Harrison Rivers, who
plays a number of roles.
De Mayo was very enthusiastic about how the show has lived
up to the high hopes she had for
her senior thesis production.
"I discovered so much about
the play and the process, aod that
was what was really important to
me: making sure that I had a really

•

good lime with the process and
learned a lot through it, and that
definitely happened," said de
Mayo.
Lawton expressed confidence
regarding the upcoming perfor-

mances.
"The time is coming, and
we're going to rise to the challenge," she said.
Both shows are at 8 p.m. and
student tickets are si each.
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Caedmon's Call causes Nazarene students to
rethink preconceived notions of Kenyonites
Is Kenyon's local image so tied to its secularity that the idea of a Kenyon Christian is unbelievable?
BYADAMSAPP
A &E Editor
Caedmon's Call will bring
heir high-energy Christian sound
to the R. R. Hodges Chapel on the
campus
of the Mt. Vernon
Nazarene College tomorrow at7 :30
p.m.
Nearly 25. Kenyon students
will break away from the normal
blahs of a weekend in Gambierand
allend the concert, which will
showcase an eclectic mixture of
songs from both the recently released 40A cres and their upeomi ng
release Long Line of Leavers in
storesOctoberl0.
The band won a
Dove Award for best "Modern
Rock/Alternative Albumvof the
Year in 1998. The Dove Awards
are given out annually by the Gospel Music Association.
1~>
Cacdmon'sCaIl began in 1991
in the dorm room of Cliff Young, a
student at Texas Christian University in Fort Worth, where he and
new-found
friend Aaron Tate
started tinkering with music by
playing the guitar and writing songs
, together. A few months later,
Young called Tate about the prospects of the band's future, and the
decision to continue with the band
was cemented over the phone.
Another eight months passed
and the group had taken shape in
the form of a four person casl that
included Young, drummer Todd
Bragg, sixteen-year-old vocalist
Danielle Young (now Danielle
Cliff) and Derek Webb, who took
over for Tate after his decision and
. focus on song writing.
Beginning as an indie band,
Caedmon's Call's following consisted mostly of college students
who had either heard the music or
witnessed one of their national
concerts.
In 1997, their self-titled album sold out within days of
entering the record-store shelves,

leaving a much-anticipated crowd
of fans hungry for a new set of
tunes. The fans got what they
wanted this past year with the 1999
release of 40 Acres, a record that
drives at nostalgic romanticism,
offering songs of honesty, hope
and life-experiences, both positive
and negative.

In their rising popularity, however, their purpose remains the

same. To minister 10a select group
of young people-mainly
college
students-whose
lives and experiences mirror (he words of their
songs.
Since being picked up by a
label in 1996, Caedmon's Call has
received numerous accolades for
its progressive and upbeat mix of
sound that drives home an irnporlanl message to those people in life
who are still trying to figure things
out: young people.
These awards include several
number one rankings on both contemporary and Christian album
charts, four Dove Award nominations--one of them producing a
trophy-and
in 1996 a spot on the
list of Musician Magazine's "Top
50 Unsigned Bands in the U.S,"
after which they were promptly
signed by Warner Alliance, a division of the Warner Records label •.
Mount Vernon Nazarene College (MVNC) students felt'the
number of Kenyon students was
surprisingly high, but welcomed
the additional numbers from the
College. Some felt that traditional.
notions of Kenyonites do not fit in
the mold of the people that might
make uptheconstituency of a band
like Caedmon's Call.
However, Jared Hitcock, a
New York native and junior at the
Mount Vernon Nazarene College,
pointed to many reasons why
Kenyon students might have an
easier time remaining steadfast in
their faith and fans of the bands
like Caedmons Call.

It's/u, Banned Books
Week
x...,..
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Courtesy Carrie Croucl., Mount Vernon Nazarene College

Caedmon's Call band members will perform at the R.R. Hodges Auditorium at MVNC tomorrow at 7:30pm

I

"At a private non-Christian
school like Kenyon Ithink that it is
easier to be Christian because at a
secular college your friends really
help you to grow instead of here,
where people1'are too comfortable
being Christian. I am very happy
that Kenyon people are able to
come and listen to a concert on our
campus," said Hitchcock.
....- Kelly Shearron, a sophomore
at MVNC from Columbus, Ohio
was apologetic and sympathetic
after learning of the large group of
Kenyon students that had planned
to attend. "Iamreallyexcitedabout
it," she said. "I guess I need to
apologize to Kenyon because I
would nol have guessed that [there
would be a group of students interested in coming to the concert]. I
know that sometimes Kenyon gets
a bad rap and I am sure that it is
hard to be Christian there. These
two places are really different."
The idea of Christians at

Kenyon may not strike many to
be a new concept, but as Shearron
points out, Kenyon's reputation
among locals is certainly not that
it is a Christian School. Many
student groups focused on Christian and religious works are
dedicated in their cause to spreading a message while at the same
time living in an academic environment that is decisively not
Christian.
Kenyon Senior Kristen Orr
was unsure' of the quality of faith
that those allending a Christian
University have. "I would question whether or not you are too
comfortable with your faith if you
ate at a Christian School," said
Orr. "One's faith is not challenged
[at a Christian School]."
Senior Colin Yuckman had
similar sentiments, "I chose not
to go to a Christian school because Ifelt that once Igot out, I
wouldn't know how to act. Ifelt

Kenyon would prepare me for the
types of challenges to my faith that
I would receive once I left," said
Yuckman.
As for the concert, junior Chris
Meyers knows it's going to be
packed with great music. "They are
such a greatlive band. There is only
so much you can do on a CD. Their
live shows are amazing harmonically and filled with their usual
driving and edgy sound," said
Meyers.
Caedmon's Call tickets are
available in advance for $10.50 at
the Gospel Supply Shop in downtown Mount Vernon and that the
MVNCBookstoreoncampus.
They
will also b~available on the day of
the show for $12.50, but the forecast is that it will likely be sold out.
There are 1500 tickets available for
public sale and the Nazarene College was not able to confirm a total
number sold, but estimated it to be
close to sold out.

The Buena Vista Social Club
Saturday, 8 p.m.

will be humbled and moved by
these musicians stories and actions.

BY DEVON DE MAYO

Film Critic
The Filth and the Fury
Friday, 8 p.m.

Higley Audilorium

Higley Auditorium

This moving documentary
follows the story of the reunion of
the Buena Vista Social Club after
years of neglecting their-amazing
talents. Living in Cuba these forgotten musicians prove their
genius when Ry Cooper and his
son track down the members of
this music club. The documentary follows their reunion and the
tour that followed.
The music plays one of the
most important characters in the
film. It not only sets the tone, but
exhibits a cultural jewel to the
audience. Themostrivetingscene
comes near the end when the tour
travels to New York City. You

The Sex Pistols were one of
the most pol iticall y and musically
charged rock bands of all time.
This documentary follows the
band from nothing to fame and
then back to nothing.
Trying 10 understand the
founding fathers of punk is difficult, butthis fil m attempts to shine
light on the band's thoughts and
actions during the formative years
of the band'sexistence. The Filth
and
Fury contains many interviews
and
personal
commentaries from band members and insiders.

me

The Pbantom Toll Booth
Wednesday 10:15 p.m.
Higley Aruiitorium

-

Released in 1969 this quirky
family animation film follows the
unexpected events that happen to
Milo, a young boy who is bored
with life and generally always wishing to be elsewhere, comes home
one day to find a toll booth in his

room.
Willing to take risks he gets
into his toy car and drives through
the toll booth only to find a world
of adventures ahead of him. Writ·
ten and directed by Chuck Jones
this film is all about learniog a
lesson .

SPORTS

adies soccer keeps on rolling
ith a pair of blow-out victories
""

The Kenyon Ladies' soccer
yeTs gained a mountain
of
fidcnee as they put two more
ns under their bell in the
rth Coast Athletic Conference
les.
They
were
victorious
ainsl Hiram College
last
dnesday, winning 4·0. Saturthey once again dominated
alnst Earlham College at
me with a 2-0 pasting.
"We knew Earlham was gala come out pumped to come because the game depended
a good conference standing
them," said senior Shannon
roney. "But it was obvious,
en from our intensity in the
51 five minutes,
thai we
ntcd it more; we played with
art and fought until the end.
eryone, both on and off the
ld, helped in the effort to win.
e women on the side were
eenng and being very Sliprtive, and the women on the
ld were working their butts
to gain the win. It was truly
am effort."
The effort they put into both
es certainly paid off.

Saturday against Earlham
the game, it was a do or die for
they played in sleeting rain for them, so we knew we would
the majority of the game. The
have to come ready to play. That
women played right through the being said, we were more fired
mess without much trouble.
up, we fought harder, we were
They made some great plays
going in hard on tackles, getting
despite the deplorable
condimuddy and controlling
the
tions.
game. The defense is riding a
"The first goal was scored
three game shut out streak. It
when Shannon Maroney made a represents great team defense.
great through run, and Iwas able
[senior] Allison Madar's return
to slot her a beautiful through
from injury has helped. Jessie
ball," said sophomore Melissa
Fertig ['02] and Mary Hatch
Blum. "She dribbled the ball
['01] played their best games of
very calmly to' tease her keeper,
the season against Earlham."
despite the defender on her back,
Scanlon also praised the ofand buried it in the back of the fense.
net. It was a beautiful goal. Then
"Sarah Gaddis ['04] and
. in the second half Sarah Gaddis
Kari Vandenburgh ['03] in cenpassed me the same slotted ball
tral midfield were great against
and I buried it in the goal. >I
Earlham," said Scanlon. "They
Thus Earlham was foiled
dominated the loose balls and
twice and the game went to the controlled the temp of the game.
Kenyon Ladies. According to
Shannon Maroney also played
head coach Jen Scanlon, the win
her best game of the season and
was a difficult one since Earlham
was extremely threatening."
had so- much at stake.
.Krista Cushing '03 said the
"Earlham wa s in a must win
Ladies discovered that they can
situation because they had albeat anyone if they go full
ready lost 2 conference games,"
throttle for the entire game.
said Scanlon. "Earlham is a good
"We realized
that every
~11tra; ltMdilmool }""'''ilOOqrlil\..'IDll- .f<O;ltm-1~-tip.:illH;{lk h'ut' onl~'li& we
ference, but they were off to a go out on the field willing to'
slow start this season. Entering
give 110 percent," said Cushing.

Field hockey wins a ~
thriller in 2 overtimes
The Ladies beat Earlham 2-1 with Erin'
Maturo '03 scoring the winning goal
BY JAY HELMER
Staff Reporter
The field hockey
learn
came back with gusto on Saturday as it posted its third win
of the season
with a 2-1
dcuble-overtlme
win against
Earlham College.
After a first half goal by
Earlham, the Ladies look control in the second half as Cap~
tain Meredith
Sanborn
'01
notched her first score of the
season early in the period.
"Earlham had the first goal
and they were pretty excited
about it," said Sanborn. "However we did not lei that get to
us. After that goal we played
with intensity
and never let
down."
The game remained
tied
through regulation and the first
overtime.
In the second overtime the
Ladies were awarded a penalty
shot after the Earlham goalie
sl ide tackled a Kenyon forward.
Sophomore defender Erin
Maturo
took the shot and
scored the game winning goal,
the first of her..c~lIege career.
"I am extremely proud of
the team for having pulled oul
a win today,"
head coach
Wendi Weimer said. "The girls
dominated play and played to
their potential. They shot more
shots and made some great
saves at key points
in the
game, demonstrating
their
ability to play with a championship altitude. Kenyon played
the better overall game today
an d was the better learn in
pressure situations."

'Earlham had the first
goal and they were
pretty excited about it.
However we did not let
that get to us. After that
goal we played with
intensity and never let
down.'
-Meredith Sanborn '01

,.

The Ladies carried the mofrom the 'Earlham
game into a showdown
with
NCAC rival Denison University.
Kenyon was unable to steal
a victory at Denison, losing 3mentum

O.
After a bad first half,
Kenyon rebounded in the second half to hold Denison scoreless.
"The second half is when
we came together as a team."
said Sanborn. "I think we are
adjusting well to our new positions and new players ... defe.nse played an exceptional
second half and so did our
goalie Tamar Chalker ['04]. I
look forward to playing them
on our home field where ~e
have the advantage
and we
have more time to work together as a team. We are going
to be so much stronger
as a
team next time we meet them."
Before their rematch with
Denison on October
12, the
Ladies must focus on a home
match with Transylvania
College Saturday at 4 p.m.

'.

Gentlemen, start your P: Drives ...
TeUANDERSENT you wanna wJl'ite!!!

,

•
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SPORTS: THE OLYMPICS

K~nyon swimmer de Avila almost made Sydney

~.'

BY TRAVIS ANDERSEN
Sports Editor
As students crowded every
TV lounge on campus last week
to see the men's and women's
swimming finals in Sydney, one
Kenyonite watched with added interest-his
rivals were racing, after all.
Lords swimmer Esteavo de
Avila '01 swam alongside Brazil's
best this summer at his country's
Olympic trials.
A backstrcker by trade, Avila
swam the 50, 100 and 200 meter
backstroke, as well as the 50 and
100 meter freestyle events in
Brazil's version of winner- take-all
racing.
But unlike the Americans,
who have their trial meet every
four years in conjunction with the
summer games, potential Olympians in Brazil lock horns annually.
"Brazil doesn't have a different meet for the trials like here in
the U.S.," said Avila. "We have the
Senior Nationals every year. That
meet qualifies you for different
meets on the year-whether
it's

World Championships
or the
Olympics."
The United States and Brazil
also have different systems for
casting athletes in sports' most
compelling
drama. American
swimmers who finish first or second in any trial event get a twoway ticket to the Games.
Not so down south. Regardless of where you finish at Senior
Nationals, Brazil pays your way 10
the big dance only if your time
stacks up with the best swimmers
in the world.
"For Brazil, they don't send
the first two guys from each
event," said Avila. "We have an
extra cut. They pick up the average [time] of the first sixteen guys
in the world and make that as the
cut. It's a much lower cut than the
national cut. They do that because
they only want to send people who
will make the finals. So the U.S.
might send about 25 or 35 people,
and Brazil sends just 10. The U.S.
can send the first two in each event
because they'll all probably make
the finals."

Since time, not placing, determines in Brazil who rides the train
bound for Olympic glory, anticipation is low at the trials. American swimming fans, of course, live
for picking the lucky laurel bearers ahead of time a'hd watching to
see if they guessed right.
"Everyone basically knows
who goes [to the Olympics] before
the meet starts," said Avila. "You
just have 10 look at the times."
And the contrasts continue.
No one accuses theAmerican media for curtailing its coverage of
anything, especially the Olympics.
United States competitors appear
oneverythingfrommagazinecovers and prime time news telecasts
to McDonald's soft drink cups.
But Avila says the Brazilian'
press covers its national team with
even more zeal.
"[The coverage] is very intense," he said. "It's maybe even
more intense than here. Because
here you guys have football, you
guys have baseball, hockey, and so
many other sports that we don't
have. So that's what makes it so

"r swam my best times. I did very well in the 50
backstroke. It's not an Olmypic event, but I did
very well. I broke the national record in Brazil.
For the 100 back I got second."
-Esteavo de Avila '01
interesting. Swimming is basically
the second or third sport in Brazil.
It's almost like a professional
sport. So all the preliminary
[meets] and all the big me-ets are
nationally televised."
Does this mean a celebrity
graces the humble cornfields of
Gambier? Alvida, unfailingly
modest,downplayed his fame. But
the truth came out nonetheless.
"[I've been in] some newspapers," he said. "I swim for a state
called San Palo. It's a big state in
Brazil. lr's not the strongest swim
state. The strongest swim state is
Rio. But in San Palo, I've been
winning the state meet for six years
in a row. And I've been in the 6nals for Senior Nationals since I
was 17. So in the swimming world,

I'm very well known."
Although Avila missed Ih1
Olympic cut in his races this yee,
he shattered several personal best
times and was pleased with his
overall performance.
"I swam my best times," h~
said. "I did very well in the 50
backstroke. It's not an Olmypk
event, but I did very well. I brokl
the national record in Brazil [in
25.21 seconds]. For the tOO back
Igot second."
Some swimmers in Avila\
position might be tempted to tak~
another shot at an Olympic bini
in 2004. But he thinks his age'
working against him.
"Right now I'm swimming]
the World Championships ne
fall," he said.

U.S. Soccer subdues Armstrong falls short at the
the mighty Brazilians Games, legacy stands up tall
a European phenomenon,
but
two serious- ~coring threats,
BY NORA JENKINS
Americans were competing sucmaking the save each time and
Opinions Page Coordinator
cessfully with the European pros
depending on her teammates to
When Lance Armstrong won
in overseas races.
clear the ball.
The United States women's
Although it has always rethe Tour de France for the first
Finally, the 60th minute
soccer team landed themselves
lime, people called it a miracle.
mained popular among recreapproached.
In this decisive
in position for their second conational athletes, cycling has not,
minute to end all minutes, Bra- His 13th place finish at this year's
secutive gold medal on Sunday,
however, been a major professional
zilian Dora Formiga fouled Mia Olympics will never blot out the
defeating football powerhouse
sport in the U.S. in recent decades.
Hamm hard. The Americans set memory of that comeback victory
Brazil,1-0.
up for Brandi Chastin's free kick on the heels of draining cancer
15 years ago, few Americans could
Prior to Olympic competiname even one pro cyclist, and this
treatment.
from 45 yards.
tion the women defeated the
As Chastin's kick floated in
lack of interest translated into a
In the earlier half of the 20th
Brazilians 4-0.
the air, Brazilian goalie Isabel century, cycling was one of the
lack of funding, which in turn
In that match the South
most popular sports in the U.S.
meant that the U.S. had a difficult
American
booters
played a Andreia went for the block.
She missed the ball and col- Major Taylor, one of the first Aftime keeping up in international
sloppy game defensively, allowlided with American Tiffeny
rican-American professional athcompetition.
ing a barrage of shots on goal.
Changes began in 1986, when
Milbrell,
plummeting
to the letes, was at one point the highOffensively,
Brazilian atground with a wrenching thud.
est-paid athlete in the nation, and
Greg LeMond became the first
tackers were unable to push anyHamm found herself alone, velodromes sprang up around the
American to win the 2,020 mile
thing past American goalie Siri
unguarded and in front of a soc- country as track racingbecame a long Tour de France. In 1989.just~
Mullinix. Mullinix was helped
two years after suffering near-fapopular spectator sport. Road ractremendously by the play of the cer ball.
She immediately kicked the ing, as always, remained primarily
tal gunshot wounds., leMond won
America's defenders.
::------:=------~
ball into the side of the net for a
Mia Hamm's offensive out1-0 lead.
put was spectacular,
as she
Objections whirled like, as
scored two goals en route to the
Brazilian
coach Jose Duarte
easy victory.
wanted
a
foul
called on Milbret.
Game two on Sunday, howThe
Swis~
officials would
ever, was different. The 11,200
not
acquiesce.
fans that packed Bruce Stadium
For the res: of the match the
in Canberra saw both national
Americans
played keep away
teams come out running.
and
it
worked.
They advanced to
The United States kept the
the
finals
against
Norway.
ball in scoring position most of
The
fearless
Scandanevians
the time, but a decent look at the
defeated Germany 1-0 after the
net was nought to be had.
German squad scored a goal
.
The Americans
struggled
against itself in an flimsy atwith their shots and seemed frustempt to clear the ball.
trated by the solid physical team
The United Slates will play
defense of the Brazilian women.
for
the
gold against Norway toHamm remained quiet for
night
from
6:30 to 9:00, while
the first part of the match, unthe
Germans
will face Brazil for
able to get within striking disthe
bronze.
tance of the goal.
The game between
GerDown field, the American
many
and
Brazil
will
not
be
teledefense continued to dominate,
vised.
as shots from the Brazilian
The gold medal game is on Mia Hamm's eyes of steel dosing in,
squad were Jew and far between.
MSNBC.
Mullinix faced only one or
BY ADAMSAPP
A&E Editor

the Tour again, this lime by ani
credibly close margin of eight
ends. This feat helped raise im
est in American cycling, and I
sport grew both in size and qu

ity.

Though cyclists and fa
clearly recognized the importa
of leMond's achievement, cycli
still had a long way to go before
approached the level of popul
ity which other sports enjoyed
the U.S. While LeMond b
proven that a non-European co
win bicycling'S ultimate race,
fact remained that sports fans
paid little attention to cycling,
leMond's victory raised
rale among American cyclists,
even this was not enough to h
the sport gain the popularity
needed. In a country where
ball, football and basketball
mained the most popular sp
tor sports, it was difficult to i
ine how a sport like cycling c
ever become as successful.
elements that made these ot
sports enjoyable to watch were

there-a-strategy, speed, teamw

and close cells-cbur what the
needed was a hero everyone
relate to.
Finally, IWO years ago,
hero arrived in the person of
Armstrong, who began his c
as a triathlete, was one of the
promising cyclists the U.S.
seen in years. He began his c
in 1991, and first won a stagl
the Tour de France in I
. Armstrong continued to race
cessfully for several years.
1996 he was diagnosed with
ticular canceer.
But he triumphed.
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More from the helmsman: Coach Arduini tells it
In the formidable face of adversity, head coach Vince Arduini reveals his plan to tum the season around
-

BYMICHAEL INLANDER
Staff Reporter

After a disappointing homecoming loss to the Wooster Scots,
I sal down with Kenyon coach
Vince Arduini 10 discuss what
went wrong on the team's first
game at McBride field and where
the Lords must go from here.
Ml: What do you feel was preventing the offense from moving
the ball for the majority of the
game?
VA: Well, I thought we moved
the ball pretty well in the first
half. We didn't convert a couple
situations. I thought we ran the
ball pretty well in the first half. I
don't have the slats in fronl of me
10tell you exactly. I thought their
defense, really the second half
did a better job against the run
game, and, you know, I think it
was more their defense did a real
goodjob and we obviously didn't
block as well. There is no mystery. It comes down to we didn't
execute as well as w~ [needed]
to do, to execute.
MI: In the first half-you were
right with Wooster, just holding
them to three points. Then their
offense went off in the. second

That is the name of the
game: is execution. It's
not drawing up in the
mud, not trying to
create things as you go.
That's not what we do.'
-Vince Arduini
half.
VA: Well they had great field
position.
We had a kickoff
from the 20-yard line, to start
the second half. They got the
ball in great field position.
And, the first series of any half
or game is critical and we were
backs to the wall right out of
the locker room, and that hurt
us. Then after they scored
there, we didn't do anything
on offense again, and then we
had to punt. They had great
field position
again;
they
punched it in again. Then, after that, it was two field goals.
So, I think field position played
a major part in the game, in the
second half. And, you want a
good team, and any team, to play
on a long field, and we allowed
them to pia;,: on a sh';lrt field. We
had poor field position
and

played the entire second half on
a long field. It's a field position
game and they had better field
position than we did, and they
capitalized when they had their
chances.
MI:
How do you feel the
weather and field conditions affected the game?

. we just have to do a better job of
making plays out there.
MI: Wooster/was getting good
pressure on Tony Miga '02 and
then at the end of the game on
Brad Noojin '04. Did you ever
consider moving to a Shotgun,
or is it more an issue of just
needing better blocking?

VA: You know, I don't think it
VA: No, we don't have a shotwas much of a factor. The field
gun in our offense. We don't have
held up pretty well. We actually,
that. We just work on pass Prewhen the weather was at its
tection and protecting
it, and
worst, were doing better in the
we've goUa do a better job. We
"first half. When it cleared up a
have 10 execute better, That is the
bit, in the second half we didn't
name of the game: is execution.
do as well. So, I don't think it
It's not drawing up in the mud,
had a big bearing on the outnot trying to create things as you
come, on how things went.
go. That's not what we do.
Again, it comes down to basi- .
cally executing, blocking and asMI; If you were 10 face Wooster
signment football on offense,
again this year, what major
and defensively being solid and
change would you make, if anyplaying good run defense and
thing?
pass defense. They did a better
job than we did today. Our effort was terrific, we played hard,
VA: I thought we had good things
guys gave us everything
they
going In. I wouldn't change anyhad, but having said that, as r thing. I'd change trying to get a
told the team after the game, dolittle better field position, you
ing that is not enough. You have
know. Beyond that I thought we
to play hard, and you have to
had some really good ideas. We
give a great effort, but then you
did a good job early. We couldn't
have 10 make plays. ,We got the sustain it. But l wouldn't change
effort part, the playing,h.il.rd part;
anything. I may change that

'thought after Iwatch the film tomorrow. But, right now, here immediately after the game, they
didn't do anything differently
than we thought they were going
to do on both sides of the ball. I
thought we prepared well and
again it comes down to blocking
, and catching, and throwing, and
playing good defense and tackling, obviously. So, we just have
to continue to work on fundamental football and get a little better.
MI: Could you comment on the
team's morale after this third consecutive loss?
VA: You know, we're 0-3. We're
a young team. Our message always is 10 continue to work hard.
The kids are tine. This one's
done. AI! of our efforts' immediately after that game go toward
Denison. We're home next week.
We're 0.3, Denison is 0-3. And
it's a game. We want to have a
good week of practice and be a
better football learn next Saturday.
The Lords game with
Denison kicks off on Sarurday at
1:30 p.m. on the green pastures
of McBride Field.
The Lords are primed.

Wooster Scots slaughter Kenyon Lords' 20-0 at home
Kenyon's gridiron gladiators hand the College of Wooster picture perfect field position in loss no. 3
BYMICHAEL INLANDER

Staff Reporter
On a day that saw Alumni
return to campus, rain drown
out homecoming
festivities,
and the Wooster Scots roll into
Gambier, the wet Kenyon faithful also saw the Lords drop
their third straight game of the
season, 20-0.
Wooster. considered
the
strong favorite
in this game
looked to be bigger, faster and
deeper than the Kenyon squad.
The Lords
battled
valiantly throughout
the first
half of play, yielding
only
one field goal to their interstate rivals.
It was clear that the Lords
had a solid defensive game plan
as the Scots struggled to move
the ball for the majority of the
first half.

CORRI ( 110:;
III last week's Collegian
COverageof the Saturday fooball
game, Aaron Hamilton '01 was
quoted to say, "We're just not
playing well. We looked terrible."
Hamilton was, in fact,
never interviewd by the reporter
who wrote the article and denies
haVingsaid this.

The
same
problem
plagued the Lords. however.
The first Kenyon drive
was thwarted by a Tony Miga
'02 interception that led to a
Wooster field goal.
Those three Scot points
accounted for all scoring in the
first half.
The second
half of the
game was a completely different story. The Lords were
forced to kick off from their
twenty-yard line because of a
personal foul penalty at the
end of the first half.
After a lengthy return the
Scots started their drive on the
Kenyon 45-yard line.
Wooster gained positive
yardage on the next five plays,
scoring in a minute and a half.
That score was a defining
moment in the course of the
game because it was the first
time either team was able 10
move the ball with relative
ease.
In defense of the Lords,
Wooster started the half with
great field position.
But this theme was constant' throughout
the second
half.
In the first half Kenyon
punter Jeff Jones
'02 was
roughed twice.
It is unclear whether be

became injured and this efthe game, things looked bleak.
the Lord defense
showed
fected his kicking,
but the
The Scots had put up the
flashes of brilliance.
Lords averaged 29.8 yards per
first 17 points of the game, and
Defensive
linemen
punt, nearly 12 shorter than Ihe there was no indication that the
Jeremiah Thompson '04 and
Scots.
Kenyon offense would be able
Matt Lane '02 continued to
Additionally,
the Scots re- to surpass that score.
penetrate
the
opposing
turned these kicks an average
The Lords looked stiff all
team's
front
line, while
of nine yards per return.
day, as they found themselves
Ben Mellino
'02 had 16
This poor field position
constantly
fighting
an uphill
tackles.
The Lords
also
continuously
plagued Kenyon
battle. Balls were dropped that
continued
to spread the ball
throughout the second half.
hadn't been in past weeks, and
around, as five separate
reOf the Scots 10 possesreceivers were not hit with the -ceivers
caught passes.
sions, from the third quarter
crisp passes of the two previous
Next week Kenyon goes
on, they started no further back
games.
up against arch rival Denison
than their own 43-yard
line
Wooster
tacked
on one
Univeristy at home.
nine times.
more field goal and sealed their
Kickoff is slated at 1:30
Special teams were not the
shut out. In spite of the score,
p.m. on Saturday.
only reason for poor field position.
The Scots carne out fired
up in the second half, making
some serious bits.
Kenyon quarterback
Tony
Miga was under pressure all
day long.
Even
when
the Scots
weren't collecting
on one of
their four sacks, they were hitting the Kenyon signal caller.
Miga's three interceptions
and
freshman
replacement
Brad _
Noojin's pick put the ball in
Buy Recycled. It would mean lhe world to them.
the Scots hands too many
Thanl.. It> you. all tortJo of _ryJ"y pruJ"cts a~ bcinli n-k frum mat..ri.al.
times
for the defense
10
yo,,'w N<"Y"kd. B"I 10 I-p recycling .... ri.in' r... Ihe fut"",, !'O" n...d I.. IooIr
handle.
fo. I"",, prod"cU and buy them. For a b.. hmchu~. caU1-BOO-2·RECYCLE.
After Wooster scored on a
e
one-yard plunge into the end
-.noIiO ... ""IsJ_OfI
zooe with 8:30 remaining
in

,
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Kenyon men's rugby mauls Xavier College
BY PETE COLLIER
Staff Reporter

e-

The Kenyon men's rugby
team kicked off their 2000
season with an impressive win
over the visiting Xavier Musketeers Saturday.
A th Ir d period score by
Jamie Hawkin '02 remained
the difference
in a 10-8 victory.
The
youthful
Lords
proved their toughness can
make up for their lack of experience.
This was most evident on
Hawkin's game-winning
rush,
a score highlighted by vicious
blocks and the speedy junior's
nifty maneuvering.

"I have never been
beaten so severely in my
life. I loved it!"
-Michael

Bohl

'04

Hawkin streaked down the
field and plowed through several defenders on his way 10 the
score.
Likewise in the first half,
senior Jevon Thorenscn's score
capped a long drive in which
Kenyon simply overpowered
the opposition.
Thorenson
was freed up
thanks to a key block by junior
Charles Thompson.
"(just wish Icould have hit that
dude harder," said Thompson.

Kenyon played through a
wet drizzle on homecoming
weekend. The Lords pleased.
their rowdy, ravenous, bloodthirsty fans with bone-crunching hits, skillful ball handling
and even a little strip tease.
In the second half, a furious exchange
of possession
ensued. Kenyon's Alex Merrill
'02 had his shorts hauled down
from behind
by a tackling
Musketeer.
Play
continued
with
Merrill's bare rump exposed to
the crowd, and a deafening
cheer went up in appreciation
of his efforts.
"Anyone who hasn't seen
my ass sure got a good look at
it today!" Merrill said.

Senior Dan Cole was an
intimidating physical presence
on the field for the Lords, and
he was pleased with his team's
performance.
Cole, however,
believes Kenyon can only get
better and better.
"We showed a lot of promise," he said, "and it was a satisfying game because we are
an up and coming team. Only
three fourths of us have ever
played before."
Perhaps the most impressive of these first-s-year players was Michael Bchl .
A crowd pleaser because
of
his
trademark
white
headband and various on-field
antics, he managed incredible
poise and focus on the field.

Bohl captured the spirit of"
the day when he later COm_
mented, "I have never been
beaten so severely in my life ..,
I loved it!"
Junior Ludi Ghesquierre
also put in an extraordinary effort for the Lords.
He overcame
painful leg
cramps 10 provide leadership
and intensity
throughout
the
match.
"We have a really young
team this year," Ghesquierre
said, "but today we showed
that's not going to affect us. I
firmly believe Kenyon rugby
will turn some heads this year."

Sloppy D sinks Lords soccer against Earlham
BY BERNICE VINCENT
Staff Reporter

"It seems as if we do not

The Lords soccer team's
woes conlinued on Saturday with
a 2-0 loss to Earlham College,
dropping their record to 1-7.
Goalie Jeremy Bauman '03
had five saves, but head coach Des
Lawless suggested that he was the
only Kenyon player with his game
face on in the early going.
"It seems as if we do not want
to start playing until 20 minutes
into Ihe first half," said Lawless.
"We came out cold and found ourselves on the back foot for the first
20-25 minutes."
Lawless cited lethargic-defense as the guilty party on both
scores.
"Again sloppy defending let
in two goals, one being our nemesis, set plays," said Lawless.
Lawless was pleased with the
team's effort from the 30 minute
mark on, but it was too little too

want to start playing
until twenty minutes into
the first half. We came
out cold and found
ourselves on the back
foot for the first 20-25
minutes."
-Des Lawless
late.

•
"From the 30th minute we began to take charge with and began
10 create opportunities," said Lawless. "The second half became one
way traffic as we played some tremendous soccer. Movement in the
midfield began 10 unsettle Earlham.·
However, three to four good scaring chances were squandered."
Despite the loss, Kenyon out-

SPORTS THIS WEEK:

The Lords kick it into gear

BY PETE COLLIER

Volleyball at OWU 5 p.m.

Staff Reporter

Cross Country at Denison 10:45 a.m.
Field Hockey vs. Transylvania 4 p.m.
Football vs. Denison 1:30 p.m.
Women's Soccer at Denison 1:00 p.m.
Volleyball at OWU Tournament 9 a.m.
SUNDAY

Field Hockey at Earlham College 2 p.m.
MONDAY

Women's Soccer at Otterbein 4 p.m.
TUESDAY

Men's Soccer vs. Denison 7:30 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Wooster 4:30 p.m.

Whitney Brown

Arnold leads Ladies, reeks havoc

FRIDAY

SATuRDAY

,

shot Earlham 18-9.
"Being a young team, performances are essential," said
Lawless. "And I thought we
played better soccer for over
an hour. BUI soft goals and our
inability at the moment to put
away our chances are making
games uphill battles."
One thing that remains unflappable is the-team 's psyche.
"What I must say pleases
me is our attitude," said Lawless. "We keep trying to play
the right way, playing out of
the back, keeping possession
rather than just thumping
it
hopefully into the box, working hard and refusing to give
up. This team, though showing
a t- 7 record, is refusing to capitulate. It is very easy to take
the easy way out, but the players on the squad must take
credit for staying focused in
difficult circumstances."

The Kenyon Ladies volleyball team salvaged
one
victory
t hj s week
to go
against two losses, despite
the outstanding
efforts of
sophomore Cori Arnold.
Arnold was named the
NCAC Player of The Week
with a total of 48 kills, but
the team managed only one
win, coming at the expense
of Oberlin College late Saturday.
The first game of the
week was a dissapointing
loss to rival conference
opponent wooster Wednesday.
The team then traveled
to
Richmond, Indiana for three
matches with Oberlin
and
host Earlham College.
In earl)' action
versus
Earlham, Arnold was simply dominant.
Her 29 kills

'Cori is my idol and I
hope someday 1can
perform at her level.'
-Erin Cooper '04
is a new record.
and she
also pitched in with 20 digs
and three blocks.
Senior captain Stephanie
Goes had another effective,
scrappy performance
for the
Ladles with a whopping 62 assists.
But these efforts proved
not to be enough,
with
Kenyon falling in four games.
The Ladies then picked
things up, wiping out Oberlin
in Saturday'S second contest.
Arnold led the way with another huge game.
She notched 10 kills, 10
digs and five blocks in the
three-game
match. Chipping

in was junior Karen Orr who
tallied
an impressive
eighl
kills.
To go along with her 48
kills this week, Arnold totaled
38 digs, nine blocks, a .333
hitting percentage,
five service aces and no service etrors.
She gained not only the
admiration of the conference,
but that of her teammates.
Freshman
Erin Cooper wasl
particularly
awestruck
byl
Arnold's play.
"Cori is my idol and 11
hope someday Ican preform al
her level," said Cooper.
The Ladies look to cornpete harder
in the coming
weeks.
"We've learned how crU•
cial our hitting efficiency islO
our overall performance
aDd
will be working this week to
improve,"
said head caaci
Jennie Bruening.

